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Gem | Introduction

Introduction
Feedback within the workplace is proven to be an effective
driver of company productivity, employee satisfaction and
performance. It is important for employees and managers to
give or receive in-depth feedback to/from each other without
misconstruing their intent.


Gem aims to clarify and simplify this process into an app that
allows and encourages employees of a company to give quality
and effective feedback to each other in an effort to boost
company productivity, efficiency, and morale.


View the live prototype here – https://tinyurl.com/8kfxpwkr
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Brainstorming
Sector – Productivity
Feedback 

Communication 

Care 

Clarity 

Efficiency 

Human 

Constructive 

Friendly 

Actionable 

Community 

Connection 

Gratitude 

Smiles

Categories 

Respectful 

Emotive 

Empowering 

Training 

Growth mindset 

Confidence 

Ambition 

Career Capital 

Goal Setting 

Goal Tracking 

Skills

Comfort

Relationships

Team Building

Busy

Priorities

Communication

Education

Labour

Supervision

Self-Growth

Team-Growth

Trust

Meetings

Evaluations

Performance Review

Understanding

Online

Zoom

Google Meet

Clarity

Business

Assignments

Office

Success

Team Morale

Organization

Honesty



Friendship

Collaboration

Coworking

Goals

Unity

Help

Human Resources

Interpersonal

Skill Building

Forming

Forms

Creativity

Internet

WiFi

Connection

Social Media

Facebook

Status

Progress

Self Help

To Do Lists

Surveys
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Problem
Feedback within the workplace 

can be intimidating.
Workplace culture today is centred on sensitivity and
emotional awareness. Performance assessments
become a burden to both parties in fear of offending
someone while providing feedback. Main factors that
cause bad feedback are emotional sensitivity, time
contraints as well as context and understanding.

Emotional Sensitivity

Employers are unsure of how to best
communicate with their employees when it
comes to constructive feedback.


Time Constraints

Feedback can be crucial for workplace
performance, being able to see what is
priority is hard in physical meetings.


Context and Understanding

Applying routines based on received
feedback is difficult when there are no means
to keep track of goals. This makes it harder
for individuals to fully understand feedback.
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Solution
A mobile platform that facilitates healthy and productive feedback
and goal tracking between team members in the workplace.
Key Features
Asking for feedback on your skill
Sending feedback anonymousl
Tone recognition
Goal tracking to keep teams organize
Personal development based on tasks
that are catered to your skillset
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Benchmark
Analysis
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Impraise
Usabilit

Visual Desig

Very text-heavy

Clear type hierarchy

Needs paid account to

Fun, simple 2D illustrations

access all features

add warmth in onboarding






Info is accessible by
tapping cards




Conten

Technolog

Friendly and concis

Connects to your work email

Creative name. ‘Impraise’

(must be registered to

is a play on ‘Impress’

Impraise beforehand)
Mobile + Web friendly

13
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Impraise
Info Arc

Pain Point

Navigation: Home, People, 1

Doesn’t allow users to

on 1’s, Notifications. Feedback,

specify Feedback by type.

Goals, and Reviews are the

Very text-heavy with a lack

core functions in Home

of icons and imagery

Team and Personal OKRs are

post-onboardin

separated by tabs




1:1s feature doesn’t go
beyond being a note taker

Novelt
Encourages the user to align
their goals with team goals
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Lattice
Usabilit

Visual Desig

Lets users give immediate

Photography-rich, no

feedback with a sticky button

illustrations

(bottom right)

Clean and simple aesthetic

Encourages horizontal swiping to

relying on type hierarchy,

view Profiles and Active Goals




spacing, icons, emojis




Conten

Technolog

Active Goals, 1 on 1’s, Feedback

Integrates with Slack, Gmail,

are in cards—tapping them

Outlook, Teams, Google +

reveals more functionalities

Outlook Calendar

and details

Desktop + Mobile
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Lattice
Info Arc

Pain Point

Navigation bar is easy to use

Feels less fun and more serious

because it only has 2 functions:

due to no illustration—doesn’t

You and Director

lighten up the topic of feedback

Main page is never cluttered and

No ability to categorize feedback

well-spaced despite there being

by typ

many elements




Complex features like
Performance Reviews are only
on the desktop app

Novelt
Feedback given can be made
public or privat
Features centred on people
management on-the-go


Gem

research

Phase 1
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PACT Analysis
Our concept is designing an app that helps solve the 

struggle of providing in-depth feedback. We will analyze the

categories of People, Activities, Contexts and, Technology to

develop a well-functioning and user-centred product.

17
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People
The target audience of Gem are those who work within
establishments that utilize a feedback system. This
encompasses employers and employees. These people
understand that feedback enables both parties to improve
performance, efficiency, and morale, but struggle to organize
and know how to consistently provide feedback without
sacrificing candor.


The application provides both employees and employers an
organized way to request and provide feedback, thereby
situating users to strategically and empathetically develop
their interpersonal skills.

*Areas highlighted green are updated according to our insights from user interviews

Gem can have strong visual hierarchy and legible text and
buttons for the visually and auditory impaired, those with
impaired dexterity or motor skills, and the cognitively
challenged. Along with this, it must promote a positive culture
of feedback, encouragement, and growth. Employees and
employers are likely to be busy, so it’s important for Gem to
be easy and efficient to use. Users may also speak different
languages, have cultural differences, and be stressed or tired
from work. The app should address these by utilizing a design
system recognized internationally, that is easy to follow. Also,
most users will likely be technically savvy, but if not, Gem
should be simple enough that the learning curve is shallow.

Gem

|

PACT Analysis
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Activities

The purpose of Gem is to provide reliable feedback in a

Gem will also allow users to set goals individually or for the 


friendly, clear, and quick manner, whether that be positive or

entire team and track the progress of established goals. Users 


constructive in nature. Employers and employees are able to

of Gem can frequently use the application, ranging from once a

communicate with each other in a non-confrontational

month to daily usage. Progress takes time and the app is intended

manner, receive tips to improve their work performance and

to help monitor performance through constructive and positive

seek out assistance from their superiors. Employees and

feedback. By systemizing the exchange of feedback and making

employers will be able to have formal and informal feedback

the process collaborative, users will be aware of their performance

exchanges as well.



on a regular basis and identify areas of improvement.

The primary function of this app is to monitor work
performance, either through feedback forms or goals. Users 

will be able to add and remove members in their teams to
ensure everyone is receiving feedback and people no longer 

on the team are deleted.

20
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Contexts

Challenges in the workplace start with poor communication 


Gem creates convenience for all users of the application,

and engagement. Not being able to or not knowing how to

whether that be in the office or at home. Due to people

give constructive feedback efficiently and empathetically

typically having busy schedules, the application will

can cause many issues to be swept under the rug. Therefore,

accommodate a 9–5 work day, 5 days a week, whether

creating an app which allows people to seek clarity at a

that be in a quiet or busy environment.

moment’s notice can foster a culture of continuous feedback
and prevent workplace/team friction. 



Not only will this application foster greater communication
skills, but it will track progress between users in order to
create healthier engagement. Their profiles can then be used
in other professional spaces that use this app if the user
changes jobs so their new teams are made aware of their
strengths and weaknesses.

Gem | PACT Analysis
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Technologies
In this app, technology will be utilized to encourage healthy
and productive communication between management and
employees. For security, users will use their login credentials
to access their account. Keyboard input will be used when
asking for and giving feedback, and buttons will be used to
progress through forms, interact with posts, and navigate
through the app. All data will be saved on the cloud for users
to track their progress, and view others’ feedback (if shared
publicly). API’s will be used to filter NSFW language,
translation, as well as transcription. AI will be used to notice
tone of language, and suggest a change of wording when it
detects lamentable language.

Beyond tapping, Gem will also utilize gestures like swipes
on certain UI elements like cards. For feedback, the app will
vibrate and/or use sound to notify users of new activity or
updates. This can be personalized in the settings, but push
notifications can involve receiving new feedback, receiving a
feedback request, and receiving likes and comments on
their posts. A natural user interface (NUI) feature would be
shaking the phone so that a positive affirmation will pop up
to encourage the user and set a positive mood. The device
will have to be connected to Wi-Fi or data to use the app,
and content that was already loaded when connected will
be displayed when offline.

Gem | Phase 1

System
Requirements
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d

Priority

Rationale

Content

System Function

User Profiles

User profiles will allow users to

input and store required
personal information the
system needs.

Must Have

Users’ personal
information 

collected via fields 

and/or forms.



Populates a database with the
users’ information; allows editing
of previously entered
information.

Customi abl
Profile 

ppearance

Users have the option to
change profile pictures, names, 

descriptions about themselves.

Must Have

User’s profile
image uploaded
via a button
User’s name and
description
inputted via fields.


User sends instructions to the
back-end, changing
information in the database.

Sign up allows users to create a
new profile for personali ed
use of the app.

Must Have

User’s email and
password collected
via fields/forms.

Creates a new profile in
the database, allowing
users access to the rest of
the app.


alkthrough shows first-time
users how to interact with the
interface and use the app’s
main features.

Must Have

How to use Ge
Main feature
Main feature
etc...


User interacts with the features,
which triggers information about
the features to be extracted from
a database, and shown on the app.

Push notifications allow users
to stay aware of any important
updates, like receiving a
request for feedback or getting
new feedback.

Must Have

z

e


A

Sign Up

z

alkthrough

W

Pus
otifications
h


N

W

pop-up with
text and the app
icon.
A

ew data generated in the
database which pertains to
the user triggers a notification
to be sent to the device.
N
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

Add and
Remove Team
members

Enables users control over who
to add or remove in their team.

Must Have

Plus or minus
button beside a
member item
Search bar to find
users.



Adds, removes, or moves
member data based on selection
of recipients or modification of
recipient list.

Customize
feedback
forms

Users can take an existing
template and change the
contents to suit their needs.

Must Have

Starter sentences
Form fields.


Form field has pre-written
sentences derived from the
system database. Text is added
or deleted based on keyboard
entry in the form field.

Request
feedback

Users can request feedback
from their team members or
superiors.

Must Have

Badge depicting
skills
Text field and Send
button
List of people to
send the request to.

Sends a notification request to
the individuals selected; allows
selection of feedback type by
checking off desired badges.




Rating system

Feedback givers are
empowered with an efficient
way to rate the person’s skill
through a quantifiable rating
system.

Must Have

Selectable blocks
containing an
integer
Each integer
represents a value
in the scale.


Based on the user’s selection, an
integer element in the array is
outputted and saved to the
database.

Gem | System Requirements
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

General
settings

Users can customize their
notifications, security, language
preferences, light/dark mode
settings, font size and
accessibility, and ask for help.

Must Have

A screen
containing settings
for personal
preferences
Toggle switches.

System makes changes to the
database and saves them, based
on user input.

Anonymous
Feedback

Allows users to give feedback
anonymously

Must Have

Toggle button at
top of form
(sticky) enables
user to hide or
show profile info
(name, photo)


Based on the user’s selection, a
boolean transfers profile data
to a hidden database or keeps
it displayed in the current one.

Tone
Recognizer

If language that is not safe for
work is used while users are
providing feedback, the app
will not allow them to send the
feedback. If the tone
recognized in the text could be
improved upon to avoid
offending the recipient, the app
will notify the user.


Must Have

Not seen until user
uses NSFW
languag
If strong language
detected, red text
pops up under text
box stating
profanity is not
allowe
If the tone of the
text could be
deemed offensive
red text will pop up
underneath to
indicate so

Text input from the user is run
through a profanity filter API, if
deemed profane the system
alerts the user.


Text input from the user is run
through a Sentiment API, if
deemed offensive the system
will alert the user.
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

Add personal
goal

Creates a usable action plan for
the employee that will help
them grow

• Shown as modules in the
profile/home page that
includes the overall goal,
details on how to accomplish
it, and who assigned it


Must Have

To add, user will
input title of the
goal, then details
on how to go
about
accomplishing
the
Custom tags are
also editable and
addable 



Can be created by the employee
themselves or by another team
member assigning it to someone
through a form.

Add team goal

Creates a usable action plan
for the entire team that will
help improve overall team
performance and keep them
on track

Must Have

Shown as
modules in the
profile/home page
that includes the
overall goal, details
on how to
accomplish it, and
who assigned i
Displayed under
personal goals

Only created by team
administrators and assigned to
the entire team

Auditory and
Video
Recording

Users can choose to record a
live feedback session, for
future playback.

Should Have

Buttons to start
and stop recording

Auditory and visual input from
the user is sent to the system
database and stored there to
show the receiving user.
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d

Priority

Content

System Function

Sentence
Builder

When users are typing, the app
will recommend the next words
to use in order to save time.

Should Have

Predictive text that
appears over the
keyboard

Text is sent to PI to predict next
words and suggest to user.

Rooms (for live
feedback
delivery)

Users can create and join
rooms with others to speak
in, to convey tone and avoid
miscommunication.


Should Have

+ button to start a
roo
Screen to set room
details: Room
name, attendees,
‘Create’ butto
Team lis
Cards to represent
existing rooms that
can be joined

User input populates the rooms
database. Pressing the ‘Create’
button triggers the system to
launch a new room.

Transcription

If users give auditory or video
feedback, their words are
transcribed into readable
text.

Should Have

When receiving
feedback,
transcribed text
will appear unde
the video or audio
player.

A

udio input by the user is sent to
a transcription PI, which
displays the transcribed text.
A

A
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d

Priority

Content

System Function

Training
modules

Enable people to level up a skill
they need improving on with a
clear and measurable action
plan. Users can create custom
growth plans for others or
themselves and track progress.
May potentially connect with
LinkedIn Learning.

Enables people to improve on
a skill given to them by
themselves or a manager.


Should Have

Screen displays
cards—tappable
modules with text
and illustration
depicting certain
skills
Will be connected
to a personal or
team goal,
displayed as a
simple link

Modules from the system
database are displayed to the
user, and user interaction with
the module changes information
on the database.

Condenses goal-planning and
growth action plan into a
third-party link to avoid
cluttering the app.


Quick feedback
templates
(hard + soft
skills)

Users giving and asking for
feedback can choose from a
set of predefined templates
to kickstart the process. Each
template will have
customizable items they can
fill in or remove.


Should Have

A set of predefined
text templates for
a user to choose
from.

Takes a list of template ob ects
from the database and displays it
to the user.

Allows users to give thanks to
people and tag them to foster a
friendly culture of gratitude.

Should Have

thanks and
compliment text
in em s primary
hue
Tooltips and coach
marks (UI
patterns).

Typing in thanks or
compliment triggers the
back end to assign a hashtag
property.

#
#

thanks or
compliment

‘#

’

‘#

’

G

’

j

‘#

‘#

’

’

-
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

Team
ownership
sharing

Team leaders (owners of
teams) can share
administrative rights to others,
or give up their administrative
rights.

Should Have

Edit button (pencil
icon) beside each
member on the
team.

Ownership data is added,
removed, or moved in the
database, based on user input.

Shared
Calendar

Meetings can be created and
set, giving users a one-stop
shop to manage their activities,
talk about feedback, or give
feedback live.

Should Have

Calenda
Date and time
input
User lis
Buttons (ex. Send)

Stores date, time, and meeting
attendees info into the database
based on user input. Adds to a
third party calendar specified by
the user.

Performance
Review
feedback
templates

Provides templates for those
who want to give thorough
feedback on all aspects to
others. Users can choose from
premade performance review
templates for a specific
profession (designer,
developer, HR, employer,
product manager, etc.)

Should Have

Customizable
forms with
predefined
prompts and text
fields

Holds and displays feedback
templates and allows for
customization based on user
input.

Gem | System Requirements
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d

Priority

Content

System Function

Comment on
Community
posts

Allows users to comment on
each other’s public posts to
foster community. For
instance, a public post might
be a post to celebrate an
achievement or progress.

Should Have

A text box ‘Write
your comment
here.
Send button
Thread of previous
comments
List of users.

Text input from the user is stored
on the database to be displayed
on the comment thread. When
the user's text input begins with
@ the system will scan through
all members the user has access
to from the database, and
whichever member is chosen by
the user will be sent a
notification.

Time Sensitive
Tagging

When users request
feedback, they can mark it as
time sensitive, to indicate to
the feedback giver how
urgently needed it is.


Should Have

Button near the
submission button
that says “time
sensitive
Outputs as a tag

User input gets sent to the
database, and the database
labels the time sensitivity of the
feedback.

Suggestions

Spontaneous tooltips that
pop up at relevant times to
encourage empathetic
mindfulness when users give
feedback general advice.

Could Have

Tooltips

A detects when a user action
could be done better and triggers
a piece of advice.

-

;

I
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

Language
settings

Users can set their preferred
language, and have text
auto-translated.

Could Have

A dropdown with a
list of languages
the user can
choose from.

Uses translation API to enable
users to read text in different
languages.

Light/dark
mode

Users can switch between their
preferred looks like in other
apps.

Could Have

Toggle switch in
Settings
Toggle switch in
Sign Up
Text description.


Assigns a variable to the
system to change or maintain
the visual design of the app,
based on user input.

Sending files

Users can send word docs,
PNGs, PDFs, and other file
types to their colleagues for
quick feedback. This broadens
Gem’s functionality, to include
feedback of deliverables.

Could Have

Button to upload
(Upload icon).

Uses Wi-Fi or data to store a local
file on the database and transfer
it to a recipient. After sending is
complete, the system pushes a
notification to the recipient so
they know.

Positive
affirmation
generator

Generates an encouraging tip

Could Have

Text and
illustration /
animation on the
card
Exit button (X
icon).

Shaking the phone triggers the
system to display a random
positive quote from the database.

to motivate the user and get
them to a good start
(positivity ).
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Red = Removed

Rationale

Priority

Content

System Function

Profile record
transfers

New employers would get to
see the skills and feedback
(“record”) of the newly
acquired employee from their
past workplaces.

Could Have

Text and icons
showing the
employee record
Employee photo
Skill badges.

System stores all feedback and
skills of employees to a
database, to be shown to future
employers or act as references.

Training
module
certifications

When users complete Training
Modules they are given a
certification or badge to
display they have successfully
acquired a new skill or
improved an existing one.

Could Have

Illustrated icon
paired with text in a
card.

User completion of the module
indicates to the system to display
certificate on profile, saving it to
the database.

Gem | Phase 1
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Indicates Manager Feature

• Login information

• Create an account

Landing

Profile Setup

• Email

• Password

• Name

• Profile Image

• Position: Employer / Employee

• Company: Choose from pre-existing options or make a new one if it isn’t in the list

• Team: Choose from pre-existing options or make a new one

Onboarding

Home

Goals

Teams

Feedback

• Can be toggled

• Lists goals in order of date

Profile

• Change Name

• Change Profile Image

• Transfer Records

• See Teams you are in


• Tab between the 2

Notifications
• New comments from peers

• New training modules recieved

• #compliments received (likes)

• Feedback received

• Feedback given has been read/commented on

• Feedback requests

• Join a room



* Notifs will display from newest to oldest, clicking into a

notif takes you to wherever is relevant


Create a Team

• Done by managers or higher-ups, they can create a team for
their workplace that is the basis for this app

• Can invite employees

Join a Team

• User can input code to join specific teams according to their
workplace

Personal Goals

Edit Team(s)

• Edit team name

• Add/delete employees

• User can complete
goals and sub-goals

• User can be assigned
goals by their manager

Add Personal Goal(s)

• Tag other people

• Can be assigned by user or
manager

Team Goals

• Assigned by team owner and
administrators (daily, weekly, or
monthly goals)

Add Team Goal

Request Feedback

Give Feedback

• Past feedback received

• Past Room calls

• Option: Set high priority

• Option: Self-evaluate

• Option: Stay anonymous


Create Form From Saved
Form

• Rating system

• Skill selection

• Prewritten sentence starters

• Send button



Feedback Archive

Create Form From Form
Builder

• Rating system

• Skill selection

• Text input

• Send button



Feedback Details

• Able to request for a follow-up




General Settings

• Password

• Edit Notifications

• Light or Dark Mode (toggle)

• Font size

• Language

• Accessibility

• Ask for help

• Logout

• Delete account

Gem | Phase 1
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User Research Method: Interview
What do you want to find out and why is it important? 

This project is a study of how employees and managers feel
about current methods of feedback delivery, the challenges
surrounding feedback exchange, and an exploration of
workplace relationships to gain insight into what these users
might find helpful to have in a digital feedback platform.


What are the big questions you want answered that
provide actionable heights
How can an employee feel valued and heard
How can we make feedback a positive experience
How can we make feedback delivery more efficient
What is the correlation between feedback in the
workplace and company performance?


Are there any ethical issues that you may encounter?
How will you address these
Privacy information involving their place of wor
Private interpersonal relationships the surveyee has in
the workplace


We will address these issues by not asking for the specific
name of the company or organization they work for. We
will also disclose that this interview is only intended for
academic purposes—for us to gain insight on the needs of
users and the system to produce a feedback platform.

Gem | Interview Plan

General Questions

Have you ever requested feedback from your employees or employers?
How do you feel about receiving constructive feedback in a professional work setting
How do you go about getting feedback? Please describe the process
What’s the hardest part about this feedback-seeking process
What are you currently doing to make this easier, if at all?
Do you offer feedback in the workplace to others? If so how effective do you think
your feedback has been on peers in the past
What’s the hardest part about giving feedback to others?
What solutions have you explored in the past to make this easier?
Do you partake in performance reviews?
If yes, what do you like or dislike about these current performance reviews? Why? If
you don’t, do you believe they would improve your job performance? Why
In your opinion, do you think having an established feedback culture in the workplace
impacts company performance in any way? If yes, how does it make an impact?

37
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Interview Plan

Employer Specific Questions

How do you go about dispatching performance reviews? Describe your process
What are some desired outcomes you expect when providing performance reviews?
Is there any story you would like to share of a time you’ve given constructive
feedback where the experience went well
In terms of workplace culture, are your employees encouraged to give you feedback?
If they aren’t, why not
If you do receive regular feedback from employees, have you found it to be helpful to
your growth? Why or why not?







38
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Interview Insights

General Insights
Career Growth



Based on the gathered information, we found 5 main
The majority of our participants acknowledge feedback
trends including career growth, personal development,
exchange as an integral element to personal and team
emotional sensitivity, context/understanding as well as
growth. Moreover, it was apparent that exchanging feedback
feedback delivery, which were all common topics
elevated company performance and improved specific skills
between the 5 participants of our interviews.


such as organization and communication. Overall, regardless
of whether feedback was positive or negative, it was
appreciated by the majority of participants because it
allowed blindspots to be unraveled within the workplace.
Thus, unravelling these blindspots situated individuals to
cultivate action plans to fill in these gaps and propel their
careers in the trajectory they wanted.



Based on these insights, it became evident that the
establishment of team goals accessible across a central hub
was paramount to supercharging company growth. This
need for collective alignment also revealed the importance
of project schedules and a system for nurturing a growth
mindset at the company level. It was also evident that
setting personal goals for employee’s was of concern too.
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Personal Development



Emotional Sensitivity



It was evident that all participants in the interviews
thought of feedback as crucial to personal development
and growth. Without constructive feedback, they would
not know how to improve, nor what to improve upon.



Through the user interviews it was apparent that many in
the professional workplace environment are afraid of
giving constructive feedback, out of fear that they may
offend the person on the receiving end. This was
applicable to the reception of feedback as well. People
wanted to receive constructive feedback but knew those
delivering the feedback were afraid of offending them, so
it was difficult to obtain honest feedback. An interesting
point one participant brought up was talking about
positives first before finishing off with areas of
improvement. This set a positive tone early for the
feedback session.

It must be noted that the difference between Career
Growth and Personal Development is the participant’s
instrinsic reasoning for seeking feedback. Are they doing
this for a promotion or to get better at their skills?
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Context/Understanding



Feedback Method 



As mentioned in Emotional Sensitivity, this is where our
participants—notably feedback-givers—noted the
individual receiving feedback must understand the
feedback given by being offered preliminary context.
Otherwise, they run the risk of misunderstanding the
feedback, either in an offensive manner or being misled
in the wrong direction.



Throughout all interviews, the participants expressed that
honest feedback can be hard to hear and not the easiest to
receive. Understanding when to partake in informal or
formal reviews is just as important as the language used
while executing feedback. Through the research gathered, it
was discovered that feedback is most helpful if it positively
acknowledges the strengths of the individual and contains
constructive conversation containing possible solutions to
existing problems. Feedback is also best if it is void of
judgement and facilitates safe discussion spaces for the
assessed individual to explore options moving forward.



In addition, many participants found it difficult to
understand the context of written feedback. Since
written feedback is only available through text without
the emotional nuances of facial expressions or tone,
being able to see someone’s face or hear someone’s
voice out loud helped participants develop a better
understanding of the feedback given.

From the interviews, there was a mix between informal and
formal feedback sessions. The general consensus is that
feedback is often preferred informally, while 1:1
performance reviews are better formally. Another factor is
its frequency; the more frequently it occurred, participants
preferred it informal.
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Matthew Busing
Employee
Age

Education

Industry

Occupation

32

Masters in Computer Science

Artificial Intelligence

Software Engineer

“I need a place to track all

my feedback so I can know

what skills to improve upon.”

Needs & Goals


Personality


• Wants feedback from peers and management on 


• Busy


how he functions within the workplace


• Unorganized


• Track his progress and see areas for improvement


• Hard working


• Needs guidance on methods for improving 


• Optimistic

interpersonal skills
Pain Points & Frustrations


Motivation


• Trouble staying motivated while working remotely


• To stay motivated even when away from  


• Having a hard time tracking the feedback he recieves 

from coworkers via email and Slack

• Doesn’t know how to improve interpersonal skills

the physical workplace

• Wants to improve interpersonal skills
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Michael Miller
Product Manager
Age

Education

Industry

Occupation

36

Masters of Commerce

Financial Tech

Product Manager

“I need an easy and quick way

to give feedback without

offending my employees.”

Needs & Goals


Personality


• Efficient way to give feedback


• Busy


• Clarity in feedback delivery


• Leader


• Boost team engagement and morale


• Caring

• Create a culture of friendliness and growth

Pain Points & Frustrations


Motivation


• Often too busy in meetings to give detailed 


• Drive company performance in an 


feedback regularly to all team members  


empathic way on all levels


• Some employees are scared to approach him


• Improve team relations and cohesion


• Struggles to sound honest and kind when giving


• Improve communication + organization

negative feedback
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Lottie Nielson
Part-time Sales Associate
Age

Education

Industry

Occupation

21

Bachelors of Math Finance

Retail

Student

“I need something to help

me quickly slip into my role

at my new job.”

Needs & Goals


Personality


• Needs a solution that can help her personal growth 


• Driven


as a new employee

• Needs a solution that can get her managers get  

quickly acquainted with her and her skills


• Motivated

• Hard-working

• Shy

• Hopes to blend into her new workplace seamlessly
Pain Points & Frustrations


Motivation


• Struggles with fitting into a new workplace socially 


• Wants to do well at her new job


and skill-wise

• Frustrated with doing training programs that she’s 

already familiar with

• Wants to get acquainted with new  

co-workers and managers
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Charlotte Rivera
Graduate Intern
Age

Education

Industry

Occupation

22

Business Administration (BBA)

Supply Chain

Junior Buyer

I want to improve my job 

performance at this new company

in order to grow as an employee.”

“

Needs & Goals


Personality


• Wanting to grow in her position in order 


• Hard-working


to become a full-time buyer


• Nervous


• Use feedback from employer to improve workflow


• Motivated


• Develop a plan for personal and professional


• Positive

growth by creating goals
Pain Points & Frustrations


Motivation


• Struggling to transition into new work enviromnent 


• Wants to show her willingness to work


• Having a hard time defining the specific tasks 


• Improve communication skills and build


she is needed to get done

• Doesn’t want to fall behind in her tasks

• Nervous about asking employer for feedback

connections with her co-workers

• Improve her job performance
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Holly Jones
HR Representative
Age

Education

Industry

Occupation

28

Masters in Business Administration

Hospitality & Tourism

Chief Human Resources Officer

A lot of HR complaints could be

avoided, but I’m the person they

reach out to when it’s too late.”

“

Needs & Goals


Personality


• Wants a better system to keep track of everyones  
performances in the workplace


• Hard working


• Wants to connect with her employees more


• Emotionally reserved


• Wants to be able to find workplace issues before  


• Motivated

• Strong willed


they get out of hand
Pain Points & Frustrations


Motivation


• Most complaints that reach Holly are based on poor 
communication between employees


• Keeping the workplace safe and efficient 


• A lot of people are too afraid to confine to Holly

• The HR system is outdated and doesn’t provide  
insight based on collected data

• Wants to better support employees

• Learning how to open up to others to  
encourage more people to talk to her

• Hoping to earn a promotion 

• Find a better communication system to 

assist her job performance
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Scenario 1

Asking an Employer for Feedback
Persona 1 Matthew wants to seek feedback based on his performance on a new project, and
see where he can improve on with his communication skills.

Features

Feedback, Request Feedback

Home
Home

Feedback

Request Feedback

Create Form From
Form Builder
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Scenario 2

Asking for a Follow-up After Receiving Feedback
Persona 1 After receiving feedback from his employer, Matthew would like to have a follow up in order
to gain clarification on some additional comments that were made.

Features

Feedback, Feedback Details

Home

Feedback

Feedback Archive

Feedback Details
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Scenario 3

Viewing a Team Goal

Persona 1

Matthew wants to make sure what he does at work aligns with the rest of the team,
so he checks the team goals.

Features

Team goals

Home

Goals

Team Goals
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Scenario 4

Manager Gives Feedback to an Employee

Persona 2

Michael wants to address an employee’s communication skills, so he proceeds
to send feedback through a saved form.

Features

Home, Feedback, Give Feedback, Create Form From Templates

Home

Feedback

Give Feedback

Create Form From
Saved Form
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Scenario 5

Manager Joins Another Team
Persona 2 HR has assigned Michael a special task to oversee another team’s operations
temporarily for the next month since he has experience in that field. He must
join the Retail team.

Features

Home, Profile, Join a Team

Home

Profile
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Scenario 6

Manager Creates a Team Goal

Persona 2

To boost morale and align the team on this Quarter’s goals, Michael creates a
goal for all members to see.

Features

Home, Goals, Team Goal, Add Team Goal

Home

Goals

Team Goals

Add Team Goal
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Scenario 7

Transferring Feedback Records
Persona 3 Lottie wants to make her transition to her new workplace as easy as possible. So when joining her
new team on Gem, she transfers all her past feedback archives to her new manager so that they can
become acquainted with her and her skills right away.

Features

Home, Profile, General Settings

Home

Profile
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Scenario 8

Switching from Light Mode to Dark Mode
Persona 3 Lottie wants to create a dark mode theme for her app so that she can view it
without straining her eyes.

Features

Home, Profile, General Settings

Home

Profile

General Settings
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Scenario 9

Being Assigned a New Personal Goal

Persona 3

Lottie’s manager wants to get her off on the right track as soon as possible. She
assigns Lottie a new personal goal to be strived for every shift in order to help
her grow as an employee at the company.

Features

Home, Personal Goals

Home

Goals

Personal Goals
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Scenario 10

Notification Preferences
Persona 4 Charlotte wants to turn on her notifications in order to know when her feedback
has been recieved from her employer Ivan.

Features

Home, Profile, Notification Preferences.

Home

Profile

General Settings
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Scenario 11

Creating a Personal Goal
Persona 4 Charlotte would like to create a personal goal after starting her first task.
This will allow her to keep track of her work and not fall behind schedule.

Features

Home, Profile, Personal Goals.

Home

Goals

Personal Goals

Add Personal Goal(s)
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Scenario 12

Viewing Past Given Feedback
Persona 4 Charlotte would like to see past feedback recieved of a specific form
recieved from her employer in order to improve on her personal
workplace skills.

Features

Home, Feedback.

Home

Feedback

Feedback Details
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Scenario 13

Creating a Team
Persona 5 Holly wants to implicate a new communication system through an app that will
track all of her employees progress. She has just downloaded the app.

Features

Onboarding, Home, Profile, Create a Team.

Onboarding

Home

Profile
Teams

Create a Team
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Scenario 14

Switching Team View
Persona 5 Holly is in charge of multiple teams, she’s already added the teams to her
profile but wants to know the quickest way to toggle between them to make
sure everything is running smoothly.

Features

Home, Profile, Teams

Home

Profile

Teams
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Scenario 15

Adding/Removing Team Members
Persona 5 After an intense turnover period of employees, Holly must update her team list
to ensure only current employees are listed. This will help keep her organized.

Features

Home, Teams.

Home

Teams
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ADJECTIVES

#6062FF

#126AFB

Professional, Simple, Trustworthy,
Friendly, Intelligent
HEADER & SUBHEAD

Playfair Display


Proxima Nova
#00E6A6
BODY COPY

Open Sans


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
RATIONALE

GEM deals with feedback within the workplace
environment, so it should look professional and
intelligent. It also deals with sensitive information, so
it should look friendly and trustworthy. Cool colours
and sleek, simple design encompass these.
#FEA571
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ADJECTIVES

Bright, Invitiving, Positive, Modern,

Professional and Clean
HEADER & SUBHEAD

HEX

#DEEBFE

Helvetica Neue Bold


Helvetica Neue Medium
BODY COPY

Avenir


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

HEX #FA8665

RATIONALE

I wanted GEM to have a bright and inviting look without
compromising its professional values. By using colors
analogous to one another, priority items can be
highlighted in a warm and professional manner. The cool
colors set the professional tone with the sans serif to
keep things clean while the warm hues break the formal
look to emit the positivity the app will foster.

HEX

#FA8665

HEX #764FDF
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HEX #050505

ADJECTIVES

Clean, Simple, Modern,
Organized, Bold, Typographic
HEX #F0ADEE
HEADER & SUBHEAD

Aeonik Bold



HEX #8AFBD9

Aeonik Bold
BODY COPY

Public Sans Medium


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

RATIONALE

I chose this because it has emphasis on typography. And
being that our app handles a lot of words, (feedbacks,
performance reviews, comments, etc.) I wanted to have a
focus on utilizing typography in a new and clean way that
still conveys a friendly yet bold vibe.

HEX #FAEDD5
HEX #F5F5F5
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ADJECTIVES

Professional, Clean, Bright, 

Inviting, Refreshing
HEX #764FDF

HEX #764FDF

HEADER & SUBHEAD

TT Commons


TT Commons

BODY COPY

Source Sans Pro


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
RATIONALE

This moodboard aims to showcase a professional, yet playful
and refreshing interface to establish GEM’s values. As this
application alleviates the struggles of understanding tone
within written feedback, I felt that illustrations or emojis could
be used to assist in the understanding of any written content
and provide an overall inviting tone.

HEX #764FDF

HEX #764FDF

HEX #764FDF
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#1DBFCA

ADJECTIVES

Comfortable, Futuristic,
Fun, Energizing

#FE6E7D

HEADER & SUBHEAD

#DEFF80
#FF3FB5

BODY COPY

Effra Regular


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

RATIONALE

#4A4A4A

Fractul was chosen for heading because it is a
geometric sans-serif with architectural elements.
The straightening of strokes on characters like a, f,
g, y give a refreshing, futuristic energy. Effra was
chosen for body because it is a sans-serif with
soft, humanist details—giving it not only warmth
but great legibility.

#7959F4
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Splash

Splash Page
Welcome to


Gem!
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Landing

Onboarding
Sign Up
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n 1
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n
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Choosing Team

Your Teams
Your email is registered with the
following teams.

Create an Account

Create an Account

Welcome to


Gem!

Optimizing workplace productivity 

through polished feedback.

johnson@yahoo.com

Email

Uniqlo 

Markville

Nike

Sherway

Password
At least 6 characters

At least 6 characters

Contains 1 special character or number

Contains 1 special character or number

Sign In

have an account?

have an account?

I want to join a different team

Create Account

Next

Next

Join

Choosing Team

i

ti

Conf rma

on

Your Teams
Your email is registered with the
following teams.

Uniqlo 

Markville

Nike

Sherway

All Done!
P

roceed to our digita
wor s ace.
y

k

p

I want to join a different team

Join

Next

l
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Feedback Received
Feedback

Homepage/
Feedback

Received

Feedback Given
Feedback

Given

Received

Given

Feedback Details 1

Feedback Details 2

Feedback Details

Feedback Details

Communication in Summary
DeC. 6, 2021

Pending feedback requests

DeC. 6, 2021

feedback requests

dec. 6, 2021

Performance during
first quarter

Am I honest?

Time-management

Am I a leader?

dec. 6, 2021

RECEIVED Feedback

G oa l s

G oa l s

Communicating during
Busy Times

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Given by

Communicating during
Busy Times
Given by

Timothy Chelsherester

Timothy Chelsherester

1. How was my in-person
communication?

1. How was my in-person
communication?

Timothy Chelsherester

Timothy Chelsherester

Given Feedback

Communication 

in summary

Leadership feedback

dec. 6, 2021

May. 16,
2020

Your leadership skills

Mentorship skills
May. 13,
2020

dec. 3, 2021

How to be honest

Communication skills

may. 2,
2020

dec. 3, 2021

Communication!

Your Listening

may. 1, 2020

dec. 1, 2021

Give/Request Feedback

Give/Request Feedback

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

You communicated well during

You communicated well during

the 1st half but in the beta
phase, you went silent a lot. I
understand the team was busy,
so I’ve assigned a quick
module that covers effective
communication in busy times!

the 1st half but in the beta
phase, you went silent a lot. I
understand the team was busy,
so I’ve assigned a quick
module that covers effective
communication in busy times!

Assigned Goal

Feedback
Received

Communication in Summary

Feedback
Given

Pending feedback requests

Received

Given

Assigned Goal

Communication within
Teams

Communicating within
during
Communication
B
usy Times
Teams

Write a reply...

Write a reply...

feedback requests

dec. 6, 2021

Performance during
first quarter
dec. 6, 2021

2. How was my online
communication?

2. How was my online
communication?

Am I honest?

Time-management

Timothy Chelsherester

TimothyChelsherester
Chelsherester
Timothy

Am I a leader?

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

RECEIVED Feedback

Communication 

in summary

Given Feedback

May. 16,
2020

Your leadershipRequest
skills

Mentorship skills
Request

Give
Communication
skills

How toGive
be honest

dec. 3, 2021

Your Listening
dec. 1, 2021

nal
ExEx
cece
ptipotinoal

Excellent

llent
ExEx
cece
llent

Satisfactory

faory
ctory
SaSa
tistis
fact

Not Satisfactory

t Sa
faory
ctory
NoNo
t Sa
tistis
fact

Leadership feedback

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 3, 2021

Exceptional

May. 13,
2020

may. 2,
2020

Communication!
may. 1, 2020

Write a reply...

Wr
Hite
owacraenply...
I make this
How can I make this
Satisfactory an Excellent?
Satisfactory an Ex|
Write a reply...
Comment posted. We’ve notified Timothy
Chelsherester of your follow-up request.
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Goals - Personal
Goals

Goals

New

Goal 1

Personal Goal 1

Personal

Team

Current goals

Team

Personal

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Goals

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Current goals

Give baskets to 25
customers
shift
Completein3 aVOS


Complete 3 VOS
surveys
in a 3shift
Complete
VOS


Give out 10 baskets during
high traffic time

Complete 2

Replenish Men’s


Give 5 baskets to others

completed goals

Assignee

Personal

Team

Goals

Personal

Team

Current goals

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Adams

Team

Goal

Current goals

Team

Personal
Current goals

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Reach 100% of our
daily sales target
Greet customers

Greet customers

Greet customers
Give out baskets during high
traffic time

Increase stock

replenishment...

Increase stock

replenishment...

stock

OfferIncrease
to help out
any
replenishment...
customers
Recommend customers other
products as well

No discrepancies

No discrepancies
Team

completed goals

completed goals

No discrepancies
Team

Assignee
completed goals

Vanessa Hu

Personal

Personal

the day

Assignee

Team

Adams
Personal

Goals

Personal

Replenishbe
Men’s

fore end of
Parkas at front...

Complete final

J onath an

Personal

Goal 2

before lunch

completed goals

Team

J onath an

Goals

surveys in a shift

Give out 10 baskets during low
Parkas at front...
traffic times

Team

New

Give baskets to 

25 customers

surveys in a shift

completed goals

Team

Personal

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Goals - Team

Team

Personal
Current goals

Current goals

completed goals

Personal Goal 2

Goals

Goals
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Teams Overview
Uniqlo

Teams Overview
Uniqlo

Remove Member 1
Uniqlo

Remove Member 2
Uniqlo
Joe Mamah has been removed.

Teams
Search for teammates

Team Admins

Search for teammates

Search for teammates
Remove team member?

Team Admins

Team Admins
Are you sure you want to remove Joe

Search for teammates

Team Admins

Mamah from Uniqlo Markville?

Vanessa Hu

Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Store Manager

Yes
Store Manager

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Assistant Manager

Assistant Manager

Assistant Manager

Vanessa Hu

Vanessa Hu
Store Manager

No

Team Members
Add another member

Team Members

Team Members

Add another member

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Team Members

Add another member

Add another member

Joe Mamah

Joe Mamah

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant

Merchandising Assistant

Alec Smitter

Merchandising Assistant

Store Associate

Alec Smitter

Alec Smitter

Store Associate

Store Associate
Make administrator

Azalea Right

Azalea Right

Marketing Coordinator

Marketing Coordinator

Matthew Busing

Request feedback
Give feedback

Remove from team

Matthew Busing

Graphic Designer

Graphic Designer

Byron Fong

Byron Fong

Inventory Assistant

Inventory Assistant

Request feedback
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Profile

Join/Create Team
Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Profile/

Settings

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson@yahoo.ca

Johnson@yahoo.ca

(999)-999-9999

(999)-999-9999

Transfer Records

Transfer Records

Your
Teams

Your Teams

Join Existing Team
Create New Team

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo

Markville

Nike

Sherway

Notification Settings

Settings
Settings

Notifications

Password

Push Notifications

Security

Feedback
New Team Goals

Notifications
Dark Mode
AA

Uniqlo

Cancel
Markville

Font Size

A

A

English

Language
Help

Log Out
Delete Account
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Notifications
Notifications

Notifications

New
Jonathan Adams and 2 

others gave you feedback!

Uniqlo has completed their
Team Goal “Reach Sales”...

Yesterday
Richard Huynh has
requested feedback

Danica Shaw has requested
time sensitive feedback...

Vanessa Hu has assigned
you as a team admin
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Choose Recipient(s)

Create Your Form

Choose Recipient(s)

Giving
Feedback

Skills

Form Style

Search for teammate

Reviewing Questions
Review Questions

Pick Your Form(s)
Search for forms

Previous Recipients

Add another question

Recent forms

Question 1/2
How effective has Byron’s leadership been
this month?

Leadership
Byron Fong

Timothy Che

Ed Moa

Multiple Choice

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Time Management

Question 2/2

All Teammates
Priyanka Vimaladasan

Communication

Byron’s Leadership

What are 3 things he can do to improve
his leadership?
Text Box

Is this time sensitive?

Honesty

Susan Smith
Stay anonymous?

All saved forms

Brock Coleson

Edit

Listening

Next

Next

Filling in Form 1

Back

Filling in Form 2

Filling in Form 3

Fill Form

Fill Form

Fill Form

1. How effective has their
leadership been this month?

1. How effective has their
leadership been this month?

2. What are 3 things they can do
to improve their leadership?

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Any additional comments?

Assign goal(s)?

The tone in this phrase sounds
negative. Try suggesting a solution.
Assign goal(s)?

Answer

Back

Question 1/2
How are Byron’s leadership skills during
this quarter?
Excellent

Update Jen once a day for
a work week

Question 2/2
What are 3 things he can do to improve
his leadership?
1. Check in on peers...

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Add New Goal

Back

Add another question

You did well leading during the ideation!

You did not update your team
members promptly over the week.

Add New Goal

Reviewing Form
Final Review

1. Check in on peers

2. Provide updates to everyone

3. Check Slack at least once every
hour

Any additional comments?

Assign goal(s)?

Fill in Form

Next

Edit

Thursday

Answer

BackFriday

Answer

Send to Byron Fong
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Choose Recipient(s)

Choose Recipient(s)

Requesting
Feedback

Skills

Form Style

Choosing Questions

Choose Question(s)

Pick Your Skill(s)

Create Your Form

Search for teammate

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Search for skills

Previous Recipients

Popular Skills
How can I boost team morale?

Timothy CHe

Byron Fong

Ed Moa

Do I manage stress well?
Form Builder

Saved Forms

Mentorship

Leadership

Honesty

All Teammates

How viable are my solutions?

Priyanka Vimaladasan

Leadership Assessment

Communication

Listening

Organization

Is this time sensitive?

Are the professional relations I create
beneficial to company growth?

Susan Smith

Do I raise the voices of my team?
Brock Coleson
Show More

Next

Next

Filling in Form 1

Question 1 Details

Back

Filling in Form 2

Filling in Form 3

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Recommended: Star Rating
Recommended: Star Rating
Star Rating

Multiple Choice

Question 2/2
Do I manage stress well?

Not Satisfactory

Text Box

Text Box

Add answer

Multiple Textboxes

Add another question

Multiple Choice

Satisfactory

Star Rating

Reviewing Form

How effective has my leadership been
this month?

Excellent

Check Boxes

Next

Question 1/2

Exceptional

Allow additional comments
Allow additional comments

How effective has my leadership
been this month?
Multiple Choice

Star Rating
Choose Answer Format

Back

Review

Question 1 Details

Question 1 Details

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Next

Slider

Allow additional comments

Edit
Back

Next

Back

Next

Back

Next

Send to Byron Fong
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Splash Page

Splash
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Onboarding

Sign Up

Landing

Create Account 1

Create an Account

Welcome to Gem!
Optimizing workplace productivity 

through polished feedback.

Email

Create Account 2

Create an Account
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Teams 1

Your Teams

johnson@yahoo.com

Password
Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

At least 6 characters

At least 6 characters

Contains 1 special character or number

Contains 1 special character or number

Sign In

have an account?

have an account?

I want to join a different team

Create Account

Next

Next

Join

Teams 2

Teams 3

Your Teams

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

All Done!

Proceed to your digital

workspace.

I want to join a different team

Join

Next
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Feedback Received
Feedback

Homepage/
Feedback

Feedback Details 1

Feedback Given

Feedback Details

Feedback

Received

Given

Received

Communication Review

Given

DeC. 6, 2021

Feedback Requests

Pending Feedback Requests
Leadership Assessment

Performance...

Goals

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 8, 2021

Feedback Details 2
Feedback Details
our Leadership

Y

May 16, 2020

Assigned GOALS

Communicating during
Busy Times
Byron’s Leadership

Am I Honest?
dec. 8, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Given by

Communication Review

Your Leadership

dec. 6, 2021

AUG. 16, 2021

1. How was my in-person
communication?

JUN. 13, 2021

dec. 3, 2021

Mentorship Skills

Exceptional
Excellent

How to be Honest
may. 2, 2021

dec. 3, 2021

may. 1, 2020

dec. 1, 2021

Give/Request Feedback

Not Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Assigned Goal

W

Pending Feedback Requests

1. How was my new hands-on
leadership approach?

Satisfactory

Communication within
Teams

Feedback
Given

im Passible

Exceptional
Excellent

You communicated well during the
1st half but in the beta phase, you
went silent a lot. I understand the
team was busy, so I’ve assigned a
quick module that covers effective
communication in busy times!

Communication!

Your Listening

Feedback

K

Organization Skills

Your Listening Skills

Give/Request Feedback

Given to

George FLEM

Given Feedback

Received Feedback

Received

Create goal plan for
next month

Received

Not Satisfactory
The hands-on approach was worth

a shot, but based on the
employees feedback, they would
like to step away from this
hands-on approach and would like
to have more time with themselves
while working. They expressed
gratitude, though.
Assigned Goal

Create goal plan for
next month

rite a reply...

Given

Feedback Requests

Leadership Assessment
dec. 6, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Given Feedback

Communication in...
dec. 6, 2021

Request

Mentorship Skills

dec. 1, 2021

1

Leadership...
May. 16,
2020

Your Listening Skills

Your Listening

eek 2

W

eek 3

W

eek 4

dec. 6, 2021

Received Feedback

dec. 3, 2021
Give

W

Could you please clarify what
aspects of the approach were
not well-received? Thank you!
W

dec. 3, 2021

eek 1

Performance...

Byron’s Leadership

Am I Honest?

W

Organization Skills
May. 13,
2020

Request

How to be Honest
may. 2, Give
2020

Communication!
may. 1, 2020

rite a reply...
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oals - Personal

G

Goals

Goals

oals - Teams

Create Goal

G

Goals
Team

Personal

Current goals

Create Goal

Goals

Personal

Team

Current goals
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Goals
Team

Personal

Current goals

Team

Personal

Current
Current
goals
goals

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Greet customers

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Greet customers

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Increase stock

replenishment...

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Increase stock

replenishment...

Completed goals

No discrepancies

Completed goals

No discrepancies
Team

Completed Goals
Personal

Create Team Goal 1
Create Team Goal
What’s the team goal?
Add New sub-Goal

Create Team Goal 2
Create Team Goal

Create Team Goal 3
Create Team Goal

Team

Completed
Completed
Goals
Goals
Personal

Create Team Goal 3
Create Team Goal

Reach 100% of our daily...

Reach 100% of our daily...

Reach 100% of our daily...

Hit personal sales

Hit personal sales

Hit personal sales

Inform supervisor

Inform supervisor

Inform supervisor

Double check cash total

Double check cash total

Double check cash total

Add New sub-Goal

Add New sub-Goal

Add New sub-Goal

Choose Your Task Colour
Add Goal

Add Goal

Add Goal
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Teams Overview
Uniqlo

Teams Overview

Remove Member 1

Uniqlo

Uniqlo

Uniqlo

Remove Member 2

Joe Mamah has been removed.

Teams
Search for teammates

Team Admins
Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Search for teammates

Search for teammates
Remove team member?

Team Admins

Team Admins
Are you sure you want to remove Joe
Mamah from Uniqlo Markville?

Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Vanessa Hu

Yes
Store Manager

Search for teammates

Team Admins
Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

No

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Team Members
Add another member

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Team Members

Alec Smitter

Assistant Manager

Add another member

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant

Alec SmitterGive feedback

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Team Members

Team Members

Request feedback

Store Associate

Johnson Davidson

Add another member

Add another member

Alec Smitter

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant

Store Associate

Request feedback

Alec SmitterGive feedback

Azalea Right

Marketing Coordinator

Store Associate

Store Associate

Azalea Right

Azalea RightMake administrator

Azalea RightMake administrator

Matthew Busing

Matthew Busing

Matthew Busing

Matthew Busing

Byron Fong

Marketing Coordinator

Graphic Designer

Byron Fong

Inventory Assistant

Change title

Marketing Coordinator
Remove from team

Graphic Designer

Byron Fong

Inventory Assistant

Change title

Marketing Coordinator
Remove from team

Graphic Designer

Byron Fong

Inventory Assistant

Graphic Designer

Inventory Assistant
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Profile

Changing Profile Photo

Johnson Davidson

Profile/

Settings

Select Photo
Search photos

Changing Profile Photo

New Photo
Johnson Davidson

Select Photo

Profile picture has been updated!

Search photos

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson@yahoo.ca

Johnson@yahoo.ca

(999)-999-9999

(999)-999-9999

Your Teams

Your Teams

Transfer Records

Transfer Records

Uniqlo Markville

Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Back

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks

Hwy 7 Starbucks

Settings

Notification Settings

Settings

Notifications

Notifications

Push Notifications

Password

Feedback

Security

New Team Goals

Dark Mode
Font Size

Upload

A

A

English

Language
Help

Log Out
Delete Account
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Notifications
Notifications

Notifications

New
George Flem

gave you feedback!

Vanessa Hu has assigned a

new team goal: Greet cust...

Yesterday
Richard Huynh has 

requested feedback

Danica Shaw has requested
time sensitive feedback...

Vanessa Hu has assigned 

you team admin for Uniqlo

Welcome to Gem! 


Tap here for a run through!
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Choose Recipient(s)
Choose Recipient(s)

Giving
Feedback

o m Style

Sk

F r

Create Your Form

a

Pick Your Form(s)
Search for skills

Search for skills

Previous Recipients

Recent forms

Byron Fong

Ed Moa

Form Builder

All Teammates

Saved Forms

o ms

S ved F r

Pick Your Form(s)

Search for teammates

George Flem

ills

Recent Topics

Leadership

Leadership

Time Management

Time Management
Saved Time Management Forms

Communication

Priyanka Vimaladasan
Susan’s Time Management

Honesty

Susan Smith

Is this time sensitive?

17

Next

illing in Form 1

F

9

illing in Form 2

Preview

Honesty
To Joe Mammah
Nov. 17,

Preview

To Camilla Ko
Listening
Aug. 9, 2020

Preview

Back Select this FormNext

Back

F

FEB. 3, 2021

2020

Listening

Next

Communication
To Susan Smith

All saved forms

All saved forms

Stay anonymous?

Brock Coleson

illing in Form 3

F

Fill Form

FillFillForm
Form

Fill Form

1. How effective has their time
management been this month?

2. What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?

2. What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?

i

ing Form

Rev ew

Final Review
Add other recipients

Susan Smith

Exceptional
Excellent

1. Check in on peers


Satisfactory

3. Check Slack at least once every hour

2. Provide updates to everyone


Add another question

Assign goal(s)?

Not Satisfactory

Question 1/2

Add New Goal

Any additional comments?

How effective has their time management

Assign goal(s)?

For future weeks, it may be more

been this month?

Update Jen once a day for

effective to update your team on a daily

a work week

basis, so they stay aware.

Excellent
You did well leading during the ideation!

Monday

Assign goal(s)?

Question 2/2

Tuesday

Add New Goal

What are 3 things they can do to improve

Wednesday

their time management?
1. Check in on peers...

Thursday

Save THIS

Friday

Back
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Answer

Back

Answer

Back

Answer

Send

Form
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Choose Recipient(s)

o m Style

Choose Recipient(s)

Requesting
Feedback

Sk

F r

Choosing Questions

Pick Your Skill(s)

Create Your Form

Search for teammates

Choose Question(s)
Add a custom question

Search for skills

Popular Skills

Previous Recipients

George Flem

ills

Byron Fong

Mentorship

Ed Moa

Form Builder

All Teammates

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Leadership

How can I boost team morale?

Honesty

Saved Forms
Do I manage stress well?

Priyanka Vimaladasan

Communication

Leadership Assessment
Susan Smith

Listening

Organization

Is this time sensitive?

How viable are my solutions?
Are the professional relations I create
beneficial to company growth?

Brock Coleson
Show More

Next

Back

Next

illing in Form 1

illing in Form 3

illing in Form 2

F

Question 1 Details

Question 1 Details

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Recommended: Star Rating

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

ing Form

Review

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Add other recipients
Byron Fong

Multiple Choice

Star Rating
Choose Answer Format

Exceptional

Multiple Choice

Allow additional comments

Next

Rev ew

Question 1 Details

Recommended: Star Rating

Star Rating

i

F

F

Back

Next

Add another question

Excellent

Allow additional comments
Check Boxes

Question 1/2

Satisfactory

Star Rating

How effective has my leadership been
this month?

Not Satisfactory

Text Box

Multiple Choice
Add answer

Multiple Textboxes
Slider

Question 2/2

Allow additional comments

Do I manage stress well?
Text Box

Save THIS Form

Back

Next

Back

Next

Back

Next

Send to Byron Fong
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User Testing Plan
Objective 1 – Evaluate the effectiveness of the preliminial aspects of the app.
• Can users easily create an account?

• Can users easily navigate the features of the app?

• Can users easily update their profile?

Objective 2 – Evaluate how easy it is to conduct performance reviews on each end.
• Can users easily access their feedback?

• Can users easily request and give feedback?

• Can users easily look through past feedback?

• Can users easily request clarification?

Objective 3 – Evaluate the effectiveness of goal tracking.
• Can users easily access and modify their goals?

• Can users easily change views between personal and team goals?

• Can users easily identify goals by category?
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Objective 4 – Evaluate the effectiveness of profile navigation.
• Can users easily edit their profiles?

• Can users easily change their notification settings?

• Can users easily change their profile photos?

• Can users easily change their interface to dark mode?

• Can users transfer their records smoothly?

Objective 5 – Evaluate the effectiveness of managing teams.
• Can users manage their teams through goals?

• Can users easily modify the establishment details?

• Can users easily modify their team list to their liking?
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Objective 1

Preliminary Actions
Task 1 - Sign up and create an account
Welcome! Your name is Johnson Davidson and you’ve just
downloaded Gem. You want to make an account for yourself. Your
email is johnson@yahoo.ca and your password is *******
Task 2 - Joining a team
You’ve successfully made an account! The app notices that you have
two teams connected to your email. For now, only join Uniqlo to
complete your onboarding experience!
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Objective 2

Requesting Feedback
7 - Create your form

Task 3 - Viewing feedback details

Task

You want to view some feedback you received in a form called

You want to ask Byron about your leadership skills.

“Communication Review” on December 6 2021.

Specifically, “How effective has my leadership been this
month?” and “Do I manage stress well?”.

Task 4 - Asking for clarification
Once you are viewing your feedback details, you want to receive

Task

8 - Select question type

more clarification on question 1 “How was my in-person

For the first question, you want to get more context and

communication?”. Since it is currently a Not Satisfactory, you want

switch from the recommended method to a multiple

to ask “How can I make this Not Satisfactory an Excellent?”.

choice format question. For the second question you stick
with the recommended method.

Task

5 - Request feedback

There’s a performance review coming up and you haven’t

Task

9 - Review and send

spoken to Byron Fong in a while. Therefore, you want to ask for

After choosing your preferred methods, you review your

feedback from him.

feedback request form. Everything looks good so you send
it to Byron Fong.

Task

6 - Name your form

You have specific questions you want to ask Byron, so you
construct a form from scratch called Leadership Assessment.

Gem | Objectives, Tasks

and Scenarios
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Objective 2

Giving Feedback
Task 10 - Giving feedback

Task 14 - Fixing your tone

Recently, you noticed that Susan Smith has trouble managing her
time. You want to give her some feedback.

While filling in comments for the first question, you
receive a notification warning you about your potentially
offensive tone towards Susan. You acknowledge it and
correct your tone to avoid offending her.

Task 11 - Name your form
You remember there is an existing form you used in the past that
will fit this situation. You decide to name this form “Susan’s time
management”. Also, because you don’t want to hurt Susan’s feelings,
you want to send it anonymously.
Task 12 - Create your form
You would like to give feedback specifically on Susan’s time
management skills.
Task 13 - Filling in the form
You briefly check over the questions you’ll be answering. Everything looks
good, so you move on to filling the form. For the first question “How well
has Susan managed her time this month?”, you answer with “Satisfactory”.

Task 15 - Filling in the form
Continuing to fill out the form, you answer the second
question of “What are 3 things Susan can do to improve
her time management skills?” by filling in recommended
goals for her to achieve.
Task 16 - Review and send

After answering all the questions, you review your
feedback form. Everything looks good so you send the
anonymous form to Susan Smith.
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Objective 3

Personal Goals
Task 17 - Overview of goals

Task 20 - Checking notifications for new team goal

You want to check your personal goals and team goals to refresh

You just received a notification about a newly assigned

yourself on what needs to be achieved for this shift.

team goal from Vanessa Hu that says “Greet
Customers”. You want to quickly view it.

Task 18 - Complete a personal sub-goal
It’s nearing the end of your shift and you were able to work towards
completing the goal called “Give baskets to 25 customers”. You gave
10 baskets to customers during low traffic times, and want to check
this sub-goal off.
Task 19 - Viewing an assigned personal goal
You want to check one of the personal goals that was assigned to
you by one of your managers a while ago, specifically the one titled
“Complete 3 VOS surveys in a shift”. You want to take a look at it in
more detail to know what you need to do to successfully achieve it.

1 01
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Objective 4

Profile Navigation
Task 21 - Changing notification settings

Task 24 - Transferring records

You want to change your profile settings in order to stay updated
with team performance. You want to turn on your notifications
for all new team goals.

You just got a new job at Nike! One of the Nike administrators
wants to get to know you better as a worker. You want to
transfer your Uniqlo profile records to the Nike team so they
can get a preliminary understanding of you and your skills.

Task 22 - Give Gem access to your photos
You just got a fresh new haircut and want to show it off to
your coworkers on the app. You would like to edit your
current display photo, and you must enable the app access
to your camera and photos.

Task 25 - Switching to dark mode
Viewing the app is starting to strain your eyes and so you want
to switch it to a dark mode and give your eyes some rest.
Task 26 - Switching back to light mode

Task 23 - Changing profile picture
In order to change your photo, you would like to choose the
new profile picture from photos. Next, you will need to pick
the 5th photo in your camera roll.

Upon seeing the dark mode, you think you prefer the light mode.
Switch back!
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Objective 5

Team Actions
Task 27 - Team overview

Task 30 - Adding sub-goals

You want to check who is on your team to quickly acquaint yourself

To break the goal down into bite-sized pieces, you

with your team members.

assign sub goals so your employees know how they
can achieve the sales target.

Task 28 - Adding/removing team members

Joe Mamah was caught stealing the new KAWS x Sesame Street

Task 31 - Assigning a colour to your goal

drop in the backroom before it officially launched. He was fired on

As your team colour codes team goals that pertain to

the spot and now you have to remove him from the team as he is no

sales with pink, you assign pink to the goal.

longer an employee.

Task 29 - Creating a team goal

As an admin, you oversee sales results. Sales unfortunately haven’t
been going well recently. Therefore, you create a new goal for the
team to “Reach 100% of our sales target”.
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Facilitator Script

Opening Statement

Think Aloud Protocol

Hi, thank you for agreeing to participate in Gem’s user testing. I

We would like to clarify that we are testing the capabilities

will be the primary researcher for this user testing, and will be

and user-friendliness of the application and not you or your

walking you through the session today with the help of my

abilities. If you encounter any difficulties completing any of

teammates (insert names here). We are a group of student

the tasks, we will guide you and provide help if required. We

researchers from the York/Sheridan Bachelor Program in Design

are hoping to improve our product so we encourage you to

currently pursuing a course called User-centered Design:

speak your mind and voice your thought process on the

Prototyping and Usability. We are conducting a series of user


application as you perform a series of tasks within the app.

testing sessions to assess the user interaction and experience of
our digital product.

Privacy Information

Listen & Execute Protocol

Before we start our user testing, we would like to review the

As you perform these tasks within the app, we ask that you

Informed Consent Form with you [review consent form]. We

let the speaker finish reading the entire scenario before

would like to emphasize your right to withdraw from the

executing the task to avoid confusion.

study at any time including before, during, or after the study
is conducted. If you choose to withdraw from the study, your
collected data will be permanently deleted.
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Project Brief

Test Script

Feedback within the workplace is proven to be an effective

You are a 34-year old man named Johnson Davidson who

driver of company productivity, employee satisfaction, and

works as a floor lead at Uniqlo. You are pondering new ways

performance. Gem aims to clarify and simplify this process into

to give good interpersonal feedback to your team while

a platform that encourages employees and employers within a

also hoping to get some feedback in return. As your work

company or team to give quality feedback. This is in an effort

life is incredibly hectic, you would like a platform to keep

to boost company productivity, efficiency, and morale.



track of your personal goals and work towards improving on
soft interpersonal skills. You hear of this new app on the

While other services provide feedback within companies, they

market called Gem from your friends who also work in

are not tailored and targeted towards the workplace dynamic,

retail. Thus, you decide to implement it into your work

and encompass many different platforms. Gem is a centralized

routine and see how it turns out.

platform specifically made with workplace interpersonal
relationships as a top priority to avoid misunderstandings and
unwanted conflicts between employees and employers.



Participants
Our selected participants for user testing are:

• Employees

• Employers
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Procedure
How things went

What occured during user testing

Overall, the user testing went smoothly throughout all
participants. There were a few issues with participant 1 where
the screens didn’t relay the same information as the stated
task. Users were prepared and understood the given role.
Throughout testing, participants provided us with valuable
insights that gave us ideas to improve feature functionality in
our product. We remotely interviewed 4 people in different
demographics that suited our target audience.

Our user testing was conducted through a video conferencing platform
called Zoom. We allocated extra time to our testing sessions to make up
for any technical difficulties that may occur. Each session had a
Principal Investigator that facilitated the testing and read through
completed consent forms and our facilitator script to ensure the user is
fully informed with enough context on the scenario narrative. After
reading the consent forms, the facilitator would emphasize to the user
that they may withdraw from the study at any given time and that their
information would be deleted from our files after the project was over.
We then began the actual user testing by having the user screenshare
their Figma prototype that was sent prior to testing—this was recorded
by the Principal Investigator. The Principal Investigator prompted users
with the tasks/scenarios while two Supporting Investigators wrote notes
while they observed the session. Lastly, after performing all tasks, the
facilitator would interview the user to gain more insight on their
experience using the prototype. After each user testing, the Principal
and Supporting Investigators discussed and consolidated their findings.
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Were expectations met?

Were there any challenges or surprises?

Prior to user testing, we expected the app’s features to be
intuitive to understand. While this was mostly true and
users were able to navigate through most scenarios with
ease, there were minor hiccups in the feedback request and
giving process. We realized we lacked affordances in certain
areas of the app which ultimately did not give enough
context to first-time users—an example is the profile record
transfer flow where users did not know where they were
transferring from and to initially. Other areas like
onboarding, team management, and goal-setting and
viewing went quite smoothly.

Due to the remote nature of the user tests, there were
sometimes moments where the participant’s screen
recording would lag slightly behind what they were
saying—due to internet connectivity issues. Also, audio
would sometimes cut out because of this. Since the testing
was conducted remotely, audio would occasionally be
muffled, and too loud or soft due to microphone quality
and the participants’ distance from the microphone. 


Another challenge was if the user somehow navigated to
the wrong screen or feature, it was sometimes difficult to
communicate how to get them back on track without giving
away the answer. Over time, we found the best solution
was to repeat the scenario slowly as many times as they
needed to understand, and not rush them.
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Reflection
How did you find the user testing process?

Would you change anything next time?

The user testing process was simple and easy to execute.
We did have troubles figuring out screenrecording as we
had never hosted meetings prior to these sessions.
However, this was resolved quickly. We found this process
extremely beneficial as it allowed us to quickly identify pain
points and ways we could alter the UX/UI to resolve these
issues. Having a third-party audience involved allowed us to
assess the app from a usability standpoint.

The most critical change that would benefit user testing in
the future would be rewording our scenarios in a clear and
concise way. We found users needed us to repeat our
points in order to complete their tasks—scenarios had either
multiple steps that could’ve been broken down or was
worded in a way that initially confused the user. Another
thing we noticed throughout testing was flaws regarding
inconsistency within screens and the intended task. In the
future, we would test run the prototype more to ensure the
users have the correct screens that allow the scenarios to
run smoothly.

What have you learned about this process?
User testing allowed us to catch minor details and mistakes
in continuity that we missed along the way. During the
months working on this app, we have been blind to small
details that stood out to our users during user testing. This
allowed us to go back and perfect inconsistencies so future
users would not encounter the same issue.
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General Feedback
Participant 1


Participant 2


Participants 1 enjoyed our app. Their issues lied in the priority colours

Overall, participant 2 enjoyed using the app. However, there were

being confusing and thus proposed a green and red scale priority

improvement points. He felt the process for requesting or giving

system instead. They also did not notice the “+” icon when going

feedback was slightly unintuitive, as it made more sense for them to

through the feedback flows. They also suggested moving the

choose desired team members from Teams first, before making the

notifications to the top as they found it bottom-heavy. Speaking on

form or answering one. Also, it was mentioned that the entrypoint for

the nav, they found the icons easy to learn as the user testing went on.

transferring records in Profiles could be optimized and made to look
more different, as the current card blended in with the above
information too much. As for the transfer records flow, he said he
would like to know what aspects of his profile he was specifically
transferring for full transparency and awareness.
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Participant 3


Participant 4


Overall, participant 3 thought the app was unique and expressed that
the design was very clean. This user felt that there was a bit of a
learning curve at the beginning but felt more comfortable after a few
scenarios. They suggested to implement a way for users of the app to
be able to ask their own questions within the feedback screens. Lastly,
they suggested a different teams icon in the nav to make it more clear
to differentiate the teams and profile pages.

Overall, participant 4 found that the app was easy to use and “cool”.
They expressed they were security conscious, and would not like to
give permissions for the app right away. Their confusion occured
when they searched for Byron Fong on the teams page instead of
going through the ( + ) button to give feedback.

Gem | Phase 3

User Testing

Analysis
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Objective 1

Task 1 - Create an Account
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
1 had an issue.
Participant 4 had concerns about granting the app
permission into her phone before even making an
account. They suggested moving the permissions
until after the user has made an account
Participant 4 commented the contrast between
form field and background was a bit light.

Welcome to Gem!
Optimizing workplace productivity 

through polished feedback.

Create an Account
johnson@yahoo.com

At least 6 characters
Contains 1 special character or number

Sign In
Create Account

have an account?

Next
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Objective 1

Task 2 - Joining a Team
All participants successfully
completed this task

Your Teams

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

Your Teams

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

I want to join a different team

I want to join a different team

Join

Join
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Objective 2

Feedback

Feedback

Task 3 - Viewing Feedback Details
Received

Given

Pending Feedback Requests

Received

Given

Feedback Requests

All par tici pant s su cce ssfully

completed this task

Leadership Assessment

Performance...

dec. 8, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Am I Honest?

Byron’s Leadership

dec. 8, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Received Feedback

Communication Review

Given Feedback

Your Leadership

dec. 6, 2021

AUG. 16, 2021

Your Listening Skills

Organization

dec. 3, 2021

JUN. 13, 2021

Mentorship Skills

How to be Honest

dec. 3, 2021

may.

Skills

2, 2021

Your Listening

Communication!

dec. 1, 2021

may.

1, 2020

1
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1. How was my in-person
communication?

Objective 2

Feedback Details

Excellent

Task 4 - Asking for Clarification
Communication Review
DeC. 6, 2021

1 user had an issue.

Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory

You communicated well during

All participants successfully
completed this task

Exceptional

the 1st half but in the beta

Goals

phase, you went silent a lot. I

Communicating during
Busy Times

understand the team was busy,
so I’ve assigned a quick
module that covers effective
communication in busy times!

Given by

Participant 3 was unsure if the reply had
gone through as the “comment has been
posted” text was just out of frame.

George FLEM

Assigned Goal
Communication wit
Communicating
during
hin
Busy Times
Teams

1. How was my in-person
communication?

Exceptional
Excellent
Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory

You communicated well during
the 1st half but in the beta
phase, you went silent a lot. I

How can I make this Not

Satisfactory an Excellent?

Write a reply...

Comment

posted. We’ve notified Timothy
Chelsherester of your follow-up request.
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Objective 2

Task 5 - Requesting Feedback

Choose Recipient(s)

Feedback
Given

Received

Pending Feedback Requests

All participants successfully
completed this task but...

Leadership Assessment

All users had an issue.

Am I Honest?

Users had difficulty requesting feedback. Their
first instinct was to go look for “Byron Fong” in
the teams tab and from there, ask for feedback.
They did not know they needed to tap the “+”
icon to give or request feedback. Our first user
did not even see the “+” icon because it
blended in with the background so much.

Search for teammates

Previous Recipients
dec. 6, 2021

George Flem

dec. 6, 2021

Byron Fong

All Teammates
Received Feedback
Priyanka Vimaladasan
Communication in...
dec. 6, 2021

Susan Smith
Your Listening Skills
dec. 3, 2021

Request

Brock Coleson

Mentorship Skills
dec. 3, 2021
Give

Your Listening
dec. 1, 2021

Next

E d M oa
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Objective 2

Task 6 - Naming the Form

Create Your Form

Create Your Form

All participants successfully
completed this task

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Enter a name for your form

Leadership Assessment

Is this time sensitive?

Is this time sensitive?

Next

Next
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Objective 2

Task 7 - Creating a Form
All participants successfully
completed this task
However, 2 had a minor confusion.
Participants 3 and 4 asked if we would allow
users to type in their own questions or if they
had to choose from our preset questions.

Pick Your Skill(s)

Choose Question(s)
How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Search for skills

Popular Skills

Mentorship

How can I boost team morale?
Leadership

D

Honesty

o I manage stress well?

How viable are my solutions?
Communication

Listening

Organization

re the professional relations I create
beneficial to company growth?

A

D

o I raise the voices of my team?
Show More

Back

Next

Back

Next
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Objective 2

Task 8 - Selecting Question Type

Question 1 Details

Question 2 Details

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

All participants successfully
completed this task

Do I manage stress well?

Recommended: Text Box

Multiple Choice

Text Box

Exceptional
Excellent

Allow additional comments

Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory
Add answer

Allow additional comments

Back

Next

Back

Next
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Objective 2

Task 9 - Review & Sending Form
All participants successfully
completed this task

Review

Review

Add other recipients
Byron Fong

Add other recipients
Byron Fong

Add another question

Question 1/2

How effective has my leadership been
this month?
Multiple Choice

Add another question

Question 1/2 Send Form

How Send
effective
has myform
leadership
been
this feedback
to Byron Fong
this month?
Cancel
Multiple
Choice

Question 2/2

Question 2/2

Text Box

Text Box

Do I manage stress well?

Send

Do I manage stress well?

Edit

Edit

Send to Byron Fong

Send to Byron Fong
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Objective 2

Task 10 - Giving Feedback

Choose Recipient(s)

Choose Recipient(s)
Search for teammates

Search for teammates

All participants successfully

Previous Recipients

Previous Recipients

completed this task

George Flem

Byron Fong

All Teammates

Ed Moa

George Flem

Byron Fong

All Teammates

Priyanka Vimaladasan

Priyanka Vimaladasan

Susan Smith

Susan Smith

Brock Coleson

Brock Coleson

Next

Next

Ed Moa
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Objective 2

Task 11 - Naming the Form

Create Your Form

Create Your Form

All participants successfully
completed this task

Saved Forms

Form Builder

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Enter a name for your form

Susan’s Time Management

Is this time sensitive?

Is this time sensitive?

Stay anonymous?

Stay anonymous?

Next

Next
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Objective 2

Task 12 - Creating a Form
All participants successfully
completed this task
1 user had a comment.
Participant 2 mentioned if a user had multiple
saved forms belonging to a certain topic, they
would want to be able to view them in an
organized fashion. Instead of being forced to
scroll up and down to find a certain form.

Pick Your Form(s)

Pick Your Form(s)

Search for skills

Search for skills

Recent forms

Recent forms

Leadership

Leadership

Time Management

Time Management

Communication

Communication

Honesty

Honesty

All saved forms

All saved forms

Listening

Back

Listening

Next

Back

Next
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Objective 2

Task 13 - Filling in Form
All participants successfully completed this
task but...
1 user had an issue.
Participant 1 got confused because of a
technical failure on our end. The continuity
between questions were incorrect.

Review Questions
Add another question

Question 1/2

How effective has their time
management been this month?
Multiple Choice

Question 2/2

What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?

Fill Form
1. How effective has their time
management been this month?
Exceptional
Excellent
Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory
Any additional comments?

Text Box

Assign goal(s)?
Add New Goal

Edit
Fill in Form

Back

Answer
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Objective 2

Task 14 - Fixing Tone
All participants successfully
completed this task

Fill Form

Fill Form

1. How effective has their time
management been this month?

1. How effective has their time
management been this month?

Exceptional

Exceptional

Excellent

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Any additional comments?

Any additional comments?

You did not update your team
members promptly over the week.

For future weeks, it may be more
effective to update your team on a
daily basis.

The tone in this phrase sounds
negative. Try suggesting a solution.
Assign goal(s)?

Assign goal(s)?
Add New Goal

Add New Goal

Back

Answer

Back

Answer
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Objective 2

Task 15 - Filling in Form
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
1 user had an issue.
Participant 1 got confused because of a
technical failure on our end. The continuity
between questions were incorrect.

Fill Form

Fill Form

2. What are 3 things they can
do to improve their time
management?

2. What are 3 things they can
do to improve their time
management?
1. Check in on peers

2. Provide updates to everyone

3. Check Slack at least once every
hour

Assign goal(s)?
Add New Goal

Back

Answer

Assign goal(s)?
Update Jen once a day for
a work week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

BackAdd New sub-Goal Answer
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Objective 2

Task 16 - Review & Sending Form
All participants successfully
completed this task

Final Review

Final Review

Add other recipients
Susan Smith

Add other recipients
Susan Smith

Add another question

Question 1/2

How effective has their time
management been this month?
Excellent
You did well leading during the ideation!

Question 2/2

What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?
1. Check in on peers...

Save THIS Form

Send

Add another question

Question 1/2

Send
Form
How effective
has
their
time
Send this anonymous
feedback form to
management beenSusan
thisSmith?
month?
Excellent
Send
Cancel
You did well leading during the ideation!

Question 2/2

What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?
1. Check in on peers...

Edit

Send to Susan Smith
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Objective 3

Task 17 - Overviewing Goals
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
2 users had an issue.
Participant 2 went into the teams tab to
view their team goals
Participant 3 had to explore different tabs
before finding the correct team goals tab.

Goals

Goals

Personal

Current Goals

Team

Personal

Current Goals

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Reach 100% of

our sales target

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Greet customers

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Increase stock

replenishment...

Completed Goals

No discrepancies

Completed Goals

Team
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Objective 3

Task 18 - Completing Personal Sub-Goal
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
2 users had an issue.
Both participant 2 and 3 did not know how
to check off a sub-goal at first. After a
moment, they successfully completed it.

Goals

Goals
Team

Personal

Current Goals

Team

Personal

Current Goals

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Complete 3 VOS

Completed goals
surveys in a shift

Give baskets to 25
customers in a shift
Replenish Men’s


Complete 3 VOS

Completed goals
surveys in a shift

Give baskets to 25
customers in a shift
Replenish Men’s


Give Parkas
out 10 baskets
during
at front...
high traffic time

Give Parkas
out 10 baskets
during
at front...
high traffic time

Give out 10 baskets during low
traffic times

Give out 10 baskets during low
traffic times

Give 5 baskets to others

Give 5 baskets to others
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Objective 3

Task 19 - Viewing an Assigned Personal Goal
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
1 user had an issue and 1 user had a
minor struggle
Participant 2 couldn’t find the VOS goal at first
Participant 3 clicked on the correct goal, but
tried to check off one of the sub-goals
although that wasn’t part of the task.

Goals
Personal

Team

Current Goals
Give baskets to 

25 customers
Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift
Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Completed goals

Complete 3 VOS
surveys in a shift
Complete 2 before lunch and
submit for review
Complete final before end of
the day
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Objective 3

Notifications

Goals

Task 20 - Checking Notification 

for New Team Goal

Personal

New

George Flem


All participants successfully
complete d t h i s t ask b u t ...

Team

Current Goals

gave you feedback!

Reach 100% of

our sales target
Vanessa Hu has assigned a

new team goal: Greet cust...

2 users had an issue.

Greet customers

Yesterday

Participant 3 didn’t know how to
navigate to the notifications page
Participant 4 had already seen the goal
on the teams page so they didn’t visit
t h e noti f ic ati ons s c ree n.

Richard Huynh has 

requested feedback

Danica Shaw has requested
time sensitive feedback...

Increase stock

replenishment...

No discrepancies

Greet customers

Vanessa Hu has assigned 

you team admin for Uniqlo

Welcome to Gem! 

Tap here for a run through!

Completed Goals

Greet upon entering store
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Objective 4

Task 21 - Changing Notification Settings
All participants successfully
completed this task

Settings

Notifications

Notifications

Push Notifications

Password

Feedback

Security

New Team Goals

Dark Mode
Font Size

A

Language

A

English

Help

Log Out
Delete Account
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Objective 4

Task 22 - Giving Gem Access to Photos

Johnson Davidson

Select Photo
Search photos

All participants successfully

completed this task
Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca
(999)-999-9999
Transfer Records

Allow “Gem” to access your
camera and photos?
Photos are used for compliance and
are stored with data.

Always Allow
Only While Using the App
Don’t Allow

Your
Teams
Choose from Photos
Uniqlo Markville
Take a New Photo
Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks
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Objective 4

Task 23 - Changing Profile Photo

Select Photo

Johnson Davidson
Profile picture has been updated!

Search photos

All participants successfully
completed this task
Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca
(999)-999-9999
Transfer Records

Your Teams
Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike
Back

Upload
Hwy 7 Starbucks
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Objective 4

Task 24 - Transferring Records

Johnson Davidson

Transfer Records
Which team do you want to
transfer your records from?

All participants successfully
completed this task but...
All users had an issue.
articipant 1 was confused as to where the records
were transferring from/to
Participant 2 kept clicking Uniqlo in the profile and
then went to teams and began clicking around
Participant 3 tried to click Uniqlo in the profile
before clicking on the correct button
Participant 4 said “This feels illegal.”
P

Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca
(999)-999-9999

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

Where do you want to send
your records to?

Transfer Records

Your Teams

NIKE
SHERWAY

Uniqlo 

Markville

Uniqlo Markville

Transfer
Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks

Cancel
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Objective 4

Task 25 - Switching to Dark Mode
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
1 had an issue.
Participant 1 had difficulty exiting the
screen after changing the app to dark
mode. They were instructed to switch back
to light mode to proceed.

Settings

Settings

Notifications

Notifications

Password

Password

Security

Security

Dark Mode

Dark Mode

Font Size

A

Language

A

English

Help

Font Size

A

Language

A

English

Help

Log Out

Log Out

Delete Account

Delete Account
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Objective 4

Task 26 - Switching back to Light Mode
All participants successfully
completed this task

Settings

Settings

Notifications

Notifications

Password

Password

Security

Security

Dark Mode

Dark Mode

Font Size

A

Language

A

English

Help

Font Size

A

Language

A

English

Help

Log Out

Log Out

Delete Account

Delete Account
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Objective 5

Task 27 - Overviewing Teams

Uniqlo

All participants successfully
completed this task but...
2 had an issue.
Participant 2 was confused as to why there
were also teams in the profile section
Participant 3 didn’t know the teams icon on
the nav represented teams until clarification.

Search for teammates

Team Admins
Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Team Members
Add another member

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant
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Objective 5

Task 28 - Removing a Team Member

Team Admins
Vanessa Hu

Uniqlo

Store Manager

Johnson Davidson

All participants successfully

completed this task

Assistant Manager

Team Members
Add another member

Search for teammates
Remove team member?

TeamAre
Admins
you sure you want to remove Joe
Joe Mamah
Merchandising Assistant
View Records

Alec Smitter

Change Title
Store Associate
Make administrator

Mamah from Uniqlo Markville?

Vanessa Hu

Yes
Store Manager
No

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Azalea Right

Remove from team
Marketing Coordinator

Matthew Busing

Team Members
Add another member

Graphic Designer

Joe Mamah
Merchandising Assistant
View Records
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Objective 5

Task 29 - Creating a Team Goal
All participants successfully
completed this task

Goals

Create Team Goal

Personal

Team

Current goals
Goals

What’s the team goal?
Add New sub-Goal

Reach 100% of

our sales target
Greet customers
Increase stock

replenishment...
No discrepancies
Team

Completed Goals
Personal

Add Goal
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Objective 5

Create Team Goal

Create Team Goal

Reach 100% of our daily...

Reach 100% of our daily...

Task 30 - Adding Sub-Goals

Hit personal sales

All participants successfully

Add New sub-Goal

Inform supervisor

completed this task but...
Double check cash total

1 user had an issue.

Add New sub-Goal

Participant 1 forgot to assign sub-goals.

Add Goal

Add Goal
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Objective 5

Task 31 - Assigning Colour to Goal
All participants successfully
completed this task but...
1 user had an issue.

Create Team Goal

Create Team Goal

Reach 100% of our daily...

Reach 100% of our daily...

Hit personal sales

Hit personal sales

Inform supervisor

Inform supervisor

Double check cash total

Double check cash total

Add New sub-Goal

Add New sub-Goal

Participant 1 forgot to assign a colour
to the goal.

Add Goal

Gem | Phase 3

Proposed 

Changes
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Onboarding

Before

After

Asking for Permissions
UX

Remove asking for permissions right from the
beginning of the app. Instead, introduce them when
the user is interacting with a part of the app that
requires said permission.

Feedback
Given

Received

Pending Feedback Requests
Leadership Assessment
dec. 6, 2021

Allow “Gem” to access your
contacts?
Contact information is used for
compliance and is stored with data.

Allow “Gem”
to access your
Am I Honest?
dec.
6, 2021
contacts?
Contact information is used for
compliance and is stored with data.

Received Feedback

Always Allow
Only While Using the App
Don’t Allow

Always Allow

Communication in...
dec. 6, 2021

Only While Using the App
Don’t
Allow Skills
Your Listening
dec. 3, 2021

Mentorship Skills
dec. 3, 2021

Your Listening
dec. 1, 2021
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Feedback and Team

Before

After

Requesting Feedback

Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Vanessa Hu
Store

Manager
Johnson Davidson

UX

Johnson Davidson

Allow users to request or give feedback by choosing

n Manager

Assista t

a team member from the team page, or by clicking
the ( + ) button on the feedback page.

Assistant Manager

Team Members

Team Members
Add another member

dd another member

A

Jo

Joe Mamah

e Mamah

Merchandising Assistant
View Records

Alec Smitter

Change
Store Associate

Title

Merchandising Assistant

Request feedback

Alec Smitter

Give feedback
Store Associate
Change title

Make administrator

Azalea Right

Remove from team
oor i ator

Marketing C

dn

Azalea Right

Make administrator
Marketing Coordinator
Remove from team

Matthew Busing
Graphic Designer

Matthew Busing
Graphic Designer

y

B ron

Fong

Inventory Assistant
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Feedback and Team

Record Transfer Details

Before

After

Transfer Records

Transfer Records

Record transfer was successful!

UX

Allow users to see what records they plan to
transfer to their team administrators in more detail
in order to add some transparency to the flow.


Add a step in the flow before submitting the
transfer showing what exactly is being shown to
another employer.

Nike Sherway Administrators

Your Uniqlo Records
Leadership Assessment
dec. 8, 2021

Am I Honest?
Justin Lam

Becky Hurr

dec. 8, 2021

Communication Review
dec. 6, 2021

Daniel Wong

Your records will only be shared
with Nike Sherway’s administrators.

Return to Profile

Your Listening Skills
dec. 3, 2021

Mentorship Skills
dec. 3, 2021

Transfer
Cancel

Your Listening
dec. 1, 2021
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Feedback

Before

After

Making the + Button More Apparent
Feedback

Feedback

Given

Received

Given

Received

UI

Pending Feedback Requests

Pending Feedback Requests

Changed the + button from having a white
background to a purple background for added

Leadership Assessment

Leadership Assessment

dec. 8, 2021

dec. 8, 2021

Am I Honest?

Am I Honest?

dec. 8, 2021

dec. 8, 2021

contrast for easier viewing.

Received Feedback

Received Feedback

Communication Review

Communication Review

dec. 6, 2021

dec. 6, 2021

Your Listening Skills

Your Listening Skills

dec. 3, 2021

dec. 3, 2021

Mentorship Skills

Mentorship Skills

dec. 3, 2021

dec. 3, 2021

Your Listening

Your Listening

dec. 1, 2021

dec. 1, 2021
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Feedback

Changing How Users See Saved Forms
UI

Add an arrow icon next to form topics to better
communicate affordance of the card being
tappable. This will display saved forms under that
topic once tapped, using a pop-up.

Before

After

Pick Your Form(s)

Pick Your Form(s)
Search for skills

Search for forms

Recent Topics

Recent forms

Leadership

Leadership

Time Management

Communication

Time Management

Communication

Honesty

Honesty

All Topics

All saved forms

Listening

Listening

Back

Next

Back
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Feedback

Detailed Saved Forms
UX

A new feature to allow users to view their saved
forms under a topic using a pop-up, instead of
viewing all forms on the same page and forcing
the user to scroll down. This also promotes better
organization for the user.

Before

After

Pick Your Form(s)

Pick Your Form(s)

Search for skills

Search for skills

Recent Topics

Recent Topics

Leadership

Leadership

Time Management

Time Management

Saved Time Management Forms
3

Communication
To Max Larby

3

Honesty
To Joe Mammah

Preview

Communication
To Max Larby
FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

Honesty
To Joe Mammah
FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

To Susan Smith
Listening
FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

To Susan Smith
Listening
FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

FEB. 3, 2021

All saved forms
3

Saved Time Management Forms

3

All saved forms

Back Select this FormNext

3

Back Select this FormNext

Gem

|
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Proposed Changes

Profile

Before

After

Transferring Records Entrypoint
Johnson Davidson

UI

Make the transfer records button on the
profile more apparent and grouped with the
Teams heading, to distinguish it from the
profile data above.

Johnson Davidson

Johnson@yahoo.ca

(999)-999-9999

Your Teams

Transfer Records

Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks
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Profile

Your Current Team
UI

Previously, the current team you were on looked like a
hyperlink with the underline. Thus, the UI was changed to
better communicate the current team being viewed by
adding a vertical line on the left side of the card and
keeping the team text purple.

Before

After

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson

Johnson@yahoo.ca

Johnson@yahoo.ca

(999)-999-9999

(999)-999-9999

Transfer Records

Your Teams

Your Teams
Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks

Transfer Records

Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks
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Profile

Before

After

Transfer Records
Transfer Records

UI


Transfer Records

Which team do you want to

Which team do you want to

transfer your records from?

transfer your records from?

Previously, the teams were shown as large icons.
Uniqlo Markville

However, to account for the edge case if you had
multiple teams (3+ for example), this was
changed to a drop down menu.

Nike


Uniqlo 


Sherway

Markville

Where do you want to send
your records to?
Where do you want to send
your records to?

NIKE

Uniqlo 


SHERWAY

Markville

Nike Sherway

Next

Next

Cancel

Cancel

Gem

UI STYLE GUIDE
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Logotype
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Gem | Logotype

Concept
The logotype of Gem represents a polished and professional
digital product. Moreover, the name Gem is intended to be
simple and straightforward as the application focuses on
topics of clear and in-depth feedback. The Gem logo has
been engineered to work with legibility at a range of sizes.
As the foundation of Gem is to be clear and thoughtful, the
simple wordmark allows for easy readability. The logo uses
the typeface TT Commons, a font used within the user
interface, as it is a simple sans serif in combination with
playful illustrations. In addition, kerning has been adjusted
to create even spacing. The wordmark appears in Gem’s
Font: TT Commons

primary colour (#4D34B3).

Gem | Logotype
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Safety Application Zone
The safety application zone for the logotype uses the x
height of the lower case letter ‘e’ as a unit of measurement
(the x-height of ‘e’ is one unit). It is applied on all sides, and
the highest point of Gem in the uppercase ‘G.’ The safety
zone defines the area where elements such as graphic, text,
images and other objects should not be placed.
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Proper Usage
Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

knockout Logo

#000000

RGB 0, 0, 0

#FFFFFF


RGB 255, 255, 255
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Improper Usage

Non-brand colours

Adjust Letter Spacing

Uppercase

Alternate Typeface

Outline

Stretched Type

Shadows

Gradients
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Colour
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Brand Colours (Primary)

#4D34B3


RGB 77, 52, 179

#D2CCEC

RGB 210, 204, 236

#B6DFFF

RGB 234, 231, 252

Purple was chosen as the primary brand hue because in traditional
colour theory, it embodies creativity and imagination. Gem is an
app which represents this notion because it attempts to reimagine
and recontextualize how feedback occurs in the workplace.
Furthermore, purple has associations with wealth and royalty,
connoting value. Gem treats feedback the same way as something
highly valuable towards workplace growth and happiness.

#F1F1F8

RGB 241, 241, 248
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Brand Colours (Grayscale)

#000000


#5D5D5D


#B2B0B0


#E7E7E7


RGB 0, 0, 0

RGB 93, 93, 93

RGB 178, 176, 176

RGB 231, 231, 231

#F3F3F3


#F9F9F9


#FFFFFF


RGB 243, 243, 243

RGB 250, 250, 250

RGB 255, 255, 255
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Brand Colours (Secondary)

#EB8698


#F4997E


#FFE5E6


#FEF4F2


RGB 235, 134, 152

RGB 244, 153, 126

RGB 255, 229, 230

RGB 254, 244, 242

#FF7653


#7380F3


EAE7FC


# F1FBFE


RGB 255, 118, 83

RGB 115, 128, 243

RGB 182, 223, 255

RGB 241, 251, 254

#00AA9C


#24C38E


#93E6CA


#F2FFED


RGB 0, 170, 156

RGB 36, 195, 142

RGB 147, 230, 202

RGB 242, 255, 237
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In use – Sign Up
#7380F3


RGB 115, 128, 243

#EB8698


RGB 235, 134, 152

#00AA9C


#FFE5E6


RGB 255, 229, 230

Create an Account

RGB 0, 170, 156

johnson@yahoo.com

At least 6 characters
Contains 1 special character or number

#4D34B3


RGB 77, 52, 179
have an account?

Next
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In use – Personal Goals

Goals
Personal

Team

Current Goals

Give baskets to 

25 customers
#D2CCEC

RGB 210, 204, 236

Complete 3 VOS


#EAE7FC


surveys in a shift

RGB 182, 223, 255

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...
#EB8698

RGB 235, 134, 152

Completed Goals

#93E6CA

RGB 147, 230, 202
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In use – Profile

Johnson Davidson
Profile picture has been updated!

#24C38E


RGB 36, 195, 142

Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca

#B2B0B0


RGB 178, 176, 176

(999)-999-9999

Your Teams
Transfer Records

Uniqlo Markville
#4D34B3


RGB 77, 52, 179

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks

#000000

RGB 0, 0, 0
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Illustration
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Concept

In use – Onboarding

The illustration style for Gem is intended
to enhance the bright, professional and
clean design of the app. There are 12
main illustrations that appear throughout
the application, 4 of which are presented
on the onboarding. The illustrations are
meant to help introduce the aesthethic
of the app and be points of positivity to
elevate a healthy feedback culture.

1 2 3
4 5 6
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In use – Feedback Forms

Leadership

Time Management

Honesty

Communication

Organization

Listening

Mentorship
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In use – Confetti Screens

Form Sent
Anonymous Feedback was given!

All Done!

Recipients

Susan smith
Proceed to your digital

workspace.

Next

Return to Feedback
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Typography
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font

Typestyle

Weight

Size

Line

Spacing

TT Commons

Display XL

DemiBold

48

42

0%

Display Large

DemiBold

32

28

0%

Display Regular

Regular

24

24

0%

Subheading

DemiBold

20

20

1%

Caption

DemiBold

14

17

2%

Body

Regular

18

23

0%

Regular

15

19

0%

#000000

Source Sans Pro
#000000

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor

Body-Small
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In use – Sign Up

Welcome to Gem!
Body-Small

Colour #000000

Colour #4D34B3

Colour #000000

Optimizing workplace productivity 

through polished feedback.

Sign In

Subheading


Display Large


Create Account

Subheading

Colour #FFFFFF
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In use – Personal Goals

Display Large

Colour #000000
Body-Small

Colour #FFFFFF

Goals
Personal

Team

Body-Small

Colour #5D5D5D

Current Goals
Give baskets to 

25 customers

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Body

Colour #000000

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Subheading

Colour #000000

Completed Goals

Body

Colour #5D5D5D
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In use – Choosing 


Di s play L a rge

Colour #000000

Feedback Form

Pick Your Form(s)

Search for skills

Subheading


Recent Topics

Colour #000000

Bod y


Leadership

Colour #5D5D5D

Time Management

Subheading


Saved Time Management Forms

Colour #000000
Communication
3

FEB. 3, 2021

Preview

17

To Joe Mammah
Nov. 17,

Preview

2020

All saved forms

Caption


9

To Camilla Ko
Listening
Aug. 9, 2020

Subheading

Colour # 4 D34B3

Honesty

Body-Small

Colour #000000

To Susan Smith

Preview

Colour #5D5D5D

Back Select this FormNext
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In use – Transfer Records

Display Large

Colour #000000

Transfer Records
Subheading


Transfer records from...

Caption

Colour #4D34B3

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

hwy 7
Starbucks

Subheading


Transfer records to...

NIKE
SHERWAY

Uniqlo 

Markville

Caption

Colour #4D34B3

Colour #000000

Next
Cancel

Colour #000000

hwy 7
Starbucks
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Choose Question(s)

In use – Choosing Questions
in Requesting Feedback

Add a custom question

How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Body

Colour #FFFFFF

Body

Colour #000000

How can I boost team morale?

Do I manage stress well?

Body

Colour #FFFFFF

Body

Colour #000000

How viable are my solutions?

Are the professional relations I create
beneficial to company growth?

Caption

Show More

Colour #4D34B3

Back

Next
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Overview

Navigation bar icons

Secondary Icons

Icons sourced from Feather Icons and Ikonate

179
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In use – Feedback

Feedback
Received

Given

Feedback Requests
Performance...
dec. 6, 2021

Time Sensitive


Width and Height 27px

Colour #4D34B3

Byron’s Leadership
dec. 6, 2021

Comment

Given Feedback
Your Leadership

Width and Height 19px

Colour #24C38E

AUG. 16, 2021

Organization Skills
JUN. 13, 2021

New Feedback

How to be Honest
may. 2, 2021

Width and Height 25px

Colour #B2B0B0

Communication!
may. 1, 2020

Selected Navigation


Unselected Navigation


Width and Height 25px


Width and Height 25px


Colour #4D34B3

Colour #000000
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In use – Page Name

Edit

Width and Height 20px

Colour #000000

Multiple Choice

Width Height 24px

Colour #000000

Star Rating


Width 17 Height 16px

Colour #000000

Multiple Text Boxes


Width and Height 16px

Colour #000000

Exit

Width and Height 25px

Colour #000000

Question 1 Details
How effective has my leadership
been this month?

Recommended: Star Rating
Star Rating
Choose Answer Format

Check Boxes

Width and Height 20px

Colour #000000

Multiple Choice

Allow additional comments
Check Boxes
Star Rating

Text Box

Width 16 Height 7px

Colour #000000

Text Box
Multiple Textboxes

Slider


Slider

Width 6 Height 19px

Colour #000000

Back

Next
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Settings


In use – Profile

Johnson Davidson

Width and Height 25px

Colour #000000
Side Arrow

Width and Height 25px

Colour #B2B0B0

Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca
(999)-999-9999

Record Transfer

Width 19 Height 17px

Colour #000000

Your Teams
Transfer Records

Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks
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In use – Changing
Profile Photo

Johnson Davidson

Johnson Davidson
Johnson@yahoo.ca
(999)-999-9999

Your Teams

Choose Photo


Transfer Records

Width and Height 24px


Choose from Photos

Colour #000000

Uniqlo Markville
Take a New Photo

Take Photo

Width and Height 24px

Colour #000000

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks
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In use – Creating
Team Goal

Create Team Goal
Reach 100% of our daily...
Hit personal sales
Inform supervisor

Add Goal

Width and Height 17px

Colour #4D34B3

Double check cash total
Add New sub-Goal

Add Goal

Delete

Width and Height 18px

Colour #000000
Down Arrow

Width 5px Height 10px

Colour #000000

Gem | Phase 4

Buttons &

Text Boxes
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Large Buttons

Your Teams
Team Deactivated

Width and Height 97px 

Colour #949494, 

Text Colour #141D2A

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

Your Teams

Nike

Sherway

Uniqlo 

Markville

I want to join a different team

I want to join a different team

Join

Join

Team Activated

Width and Height 97px

Stroke Colour #4D34B3, 2px

Drop Shadow: Blur 25, 3X, 3Y,
#D2CCEC
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Large Buttons

Button Deactivated

Width and Height 97px

Colour #FFFFFF 

Icon Colour #4D34B3

Create Your Form

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Enter a name for your form
Is this time sensitive?

Next

Create Your Form

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Leadership Assessment
Is this time sensitive?

Next

Team Activated

97px Width, 47px Height

Colour 4D34B3 

Icon Colour FFFFFF

Drop Shadow D2CCEC
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Medium Buttons

Pick Your Form(s)

Pick Your Form(s)

Search for skills

Search for skills

Recent Topics

Recent Topics

Leadership

Leadership

Time Management

Time Management

Saved Time Management Forms

Preview Deactivated

342px Width, 82px Height

Colour #FEFEFE 

Text Colour #000000

Round Corners 5px

3

FEB. 3, 2021

Communication
To Susan Smith

Preview

FEB. 3, 2021

Honesty
17

To Joe Mammah
Nov. 17,
2020

To Camilla Ko
Listening
Aug. 9, 2020

Preview

Honesty

Preview

All saved forms
9

Deactivated

342px Width, 47px Height

Colour #E7E7E7 

Text Colour #5D5D5D

Round Corners 5px

Communication
To Susan Smith

Saved Time Management Forms

17

To Joe Mammah
Nov. 17,
2020

Preview

All saved forms
Preview

Back Select this FormNext

9

To Camilla Ko
Listening
Aug. 9, 2020

Preview Activated

342px Width, 82px Height

Colour #4D34B3 

Text Colour #FFFFFF

Round Corners 5px

Preview

Back Select this FormNext

Activated

342px Width, 47px Height

Colour #4D34B3 

Text Colour #FFFFFF

Inner Glow: Linear 40 #FD96FF

Round Corners 5px
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Medium Buttons

Goals

Goals
Personal

Current goals

Team

Personal

Current goals

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Give baskets to 

25 customers

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Complete 3 VOS

surveys in a shift

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Replenish Men’s

Parkas at front...

Completed goals

New Goal

Width and Height 88px

Colour #4D34B3

Team

Completed goals
Team

Personal

Personal/Team Goal

Width and Height 88px

Colour #FEFEFE
Cancel

Width and Height 52px

Colour #FEFEFE
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Small Buttons

Create Your Form

Notifications
Push Notifications
Feedback
New Team Goals

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Susan’s Time Management
Is this time sensitive?

Anonymous Filter

46px Width, 28px Height

Colour #32D74B

Stay anonymous?

Next

Push Notifications

46px Width, 28px Height

Colour #32D74B
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Small Buttons

Create Team Goal
Reach 100% of our daily...
Hit personal sales

Final Review
Recipients


Add other recipients

150px

Susan Smith

Inform supervisor

Add Sub-Goal

234px Width, 40px Height

Colour #FFFFFF 

Text Colour #4D34B3

Round Corners 5px

Add another question

Double check cash total
Add New sub-Goal

Question 1/2
How effective has their time
management been this month?
Excellent
You did well leading during the ideation!

Task Colour

90px Width, 40px Height

Colour #FFFFFF

Round Corners 5px

Question 2/2
What are 3 things they can do to
improve their time management?
1. Check in on peers...

Save THIS

Choose Your Task Colour

Send

Form

Width, 35px Height

Colour #4D34B3 

Text Colour #FFFFFF

Rounded Corners 50px

Edit


Width and Height 13px

Colour #4D34B3
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Text Boxes

ember Search

346px Width, 36px Height

Colour #FFFFFF

Rounded Corners 10px

Uniqlo

M

Search for teammates

Create an Account

Team Admins
Vanessa Hu

Store Manager

Johnson Davidson
Assistant Manager

Email
Password
At least 6 characters
Contains 1 special character or number

Team Members
Add another member

Joe Mamah

Merchandising Assistant

have an account?

Next

Enter Account Info

342px Width, 16px Height

Colour #FFFFFF 

Text Colour #B2B0B0

Rounded Corners 5px
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Text Boxes

Fill Form
1. How effective has their time
management been this month?
Exceptional
Excellent
Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory
Any additional comments?

Comments Text Box

342px Width, 70px Height

Colour #FFFFFF 

Text Colour #000000

Rounded Corners 5px

You did not update your team
members promptly over the week.
The tone in this phrase sounds
negative. Try suggesting a solution.
Assign goal(s)?
Add New Goal

Back

Answer
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Layouts
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Gem

|

Height: 375px

Layouts

195

12 Column Grid

Grid System

Width: 812px

Margin: 16px

Column: 18px

Gutter: 18px
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Profile picture has been updated!

In use – Profile

Johnson Davidson
Padding

45px

Padding

22px

Johnson Davidson

Johnson@yahoo.ca

Padding

10px

(999)-999-9999

Padding

Your Teams

38px
Transfer Records

Padding

10px

Uniqlo Markville

Sherway Nike

Hwy 7 Starbucks

Padding

40px
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In use – Creating
Feedback Form

Create Your Form
Padding

86px

Padding

33px

Padding

25px

Form Builder

Saved Forms

Susan’s Time Management

Padding

25px

Is this time sensitive?
Stay anonymous?

Next

Padding

86px
Padding

30px
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Interactions
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Touch Controls

Tap

Scroll

Tapping allows for selection

Scrolling can be done

and button interactions.

horizontally or vertically.
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Screen Dynamics

Instant

Pop ups

Open Overlay

Directly switching to the next
page or selected object.

Pop ups appear for users to
confirm various actions.

Pop ups slide in from the
bottom as an overlay

Gem

Appendices

201
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Interview
Response Data

202
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Gem | Invitation Script

Email Invitation Script
We are students from the York/Sheridan Program in Design,
currently taking a course called User-centred Design:
Prototyping and Usability. We are conducting a series of
user testing sessions to evaluate the functionality as well as
the overall look of our interactive digital product. 


Feedback in the workplace is proven to be an effective
driver of company productivity, employee satisfaction, and
performance. Gem aims to clarify and simplify this process
with a platform that encourages employees and employers
in a company to give quality feedback. This is an effort to
boost company productivity, efficiency, and morale.

While other services provide feedback within companies,
they are not tailored and targeted towards the workplace
dynamic, and encompass many different platforms. Gem is
a centralized platform specifically made with workplace
interpersonal relationships as a top priority to avoid
misunderstandings and unwanted conflicts between
employees and employers.
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We are calling out for interested individuals who would like
to participate in a 20-minute user testing session followed
by a 15-20 minute interview. We are specifically interested
in investigating how easy it is to perform given tasks and
achieve specific results using our interactive prototype. 


During the interview, you will be able to express your
opinions, desires and further expectations from the
product. The ultimate goal of this user testing session and
interview is to get your feedback to improve the overall
quality of our product.


The user testing session will be online using the video
conferencing platform Zoom. Each call will last around 45
minutes to an hour. If you are interested in participating in
this user testing session, you have the option of choosing
from one of the dates stated below that work best with
your schedule. All times are in Eastern Standard Time.


[dates will be placed here]


Thank you in advance for your consideration. Your input is
very important to us.
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
1 – Have you ever requested feedback of any type from your employees or employers? 


A. Yes, all the time. My company does formal performance reviews, and we have to 

find 5 other people to give us feedback. I also seek out feedback outside of the formal performance reviews.


B. Yes. I ask both employees and employers because I want to constantly improve, even 

at an hourly-wage job.


C. Yes. At both internships, I requested feedback by email before any final submissions.	


D. No I haven’t, I find that it’s up to the employer to issue perfomance reviews. I’ve never been given guidance
other than my direct manager because going to me as an HR person can be intimidating.


E. Yes, constantly and consistently. I seek feedback from both the employees I manage and superiors,
pertaining to my hard skills like product thinking, and my soft skills like leadership and communication.



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
2 – How do you feel about receiving constructive feedback in a professional work setting?


A. I really like it, it’s better to get constructive feedback rather than just compliments, because it’s actually useful
and helps me know where I can grow and improve.


B. I enjoy getting constructive feedback but I realize there is a point where it becomes a petty comment.


C. It’s the only way for designers to grow. Specifically, I want to hear feedback and get constructive criticism
rather than a pat on the back.


D. I really think it’s important and I’m always open to receiving criticism... I find that it’s the only way to grow
because if you don’t know, you can’t improve. I think we need to understand what we’re doing wrong.


E. I feel great about it—feedback is a gift. It helps me see my blindspots so I can grow. I also understand that
business is business, so I never take it personally. I like to be informed on how I am doing, so I don’t experience
any surprises.

Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
3 – How do you currently go about getting feedback? Please describe the process.


A. I usually reach out to individuals and ask for feedback, we also have group feedback regularly. At my
company, we have weekly feedback sessions.


B. Asking management or whoever is above. On everyday tasks, I typically don’t ask for feedback.


C. With the magazine team I’m working with, the feedback I get from the editor in chief is very simple and more
logistical in nature compared to creative directors. It’s usually less detailed.


D. I certainly do writeups and performance reviews so we can correct behaviour whenever we can and do it the
ideal way. Sometimes you just got to nip it in the bud or do a coaching mangement for them to improve.


E. In less formal scenarios, I seek feedback by messaging my co-workers and setting up 1:1s with my superior.
Every quarter, I request it officially through our internal Performance Review tool for more in-depth feedback.



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
4 – What’s the hardest part about this feedback-seeking process?


A. It’s hard getting honest feedback, most people are too afraid of hurting your feelings so you have to really
bug them to get to the good stuff.


B. Some days are difficult because we are understaffed so leaders cannot properly assess employees.


C. When receiving criticism through a digital format instead of in-person, there’s a lot more room for
misunderstandings. Also, emotional meaning can be lost, making it hard to identify tone.


D. Honestly, telling anything negative about them and having them take it the wrong way. Hardest thing is to
have someone who doesn’t want to listen or someone who doesn’t care


E. It can be hard to establish the correct context upfront, to position myself to receive the kind of feedback I am
looking for. It can also be intimidating at times. Furthermore, it can be uncomfortable to put people on the spot;
they might feel pressured to give feedback to me immediately. Timing is crucial, and ensuring you give them
the space to answer is key.



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

5 – What are you currently doing to make this easier, if at all?



A. I try to be as chill as possible. It’s also helpful to ask for it in smaller pieces at a time. It’s also helpful to not get
defensive upon receiving constructive feedback, because if you get defensive it might discourage them from
giving you honest feedback in the future. Also, designers tend to be more used to feedback, but when asking for
and giving feedback to non-designers on the team, they may not be used to it. Such as customer service
employees, they’re more used to soothing people.



B. I explicitly ask for feedback as I am doing the task.



C. If I am ever confused, I send a follow-up email/message for clarification .



D. Starting with the positives! Regardless if it’s a performance review or a casual sit down. After the positives I’ll
address the problem and then offer a solution that works best for them , hoping that the employee can work
*with* you. Not all solutions work with every employee, each person is different!



E. Implementing an anonymous feedback system in Notion, to incentivise candor in feedback by removing the
emotional strain of constructive criticism . 



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

6 – Do you offer feedback in the workplace to others? If so how effective do you think your feedback has
been on peers in the past?



A. Yes, it’s mandatory! It’s also needed informally. I tell somebody when they could improve, but I’ve found it to
be more effective to pose the feedback as a question rather than a judgement. That’s the best way of giving
feedback when you don’t know the other person very well.



B. Yes, I offer both constructive feedback to others and praises for when someone does something correctly.



C. Yes. At the magazine company, I always do, as I receive lots of emails from other designers for crits and
questions. I think all creatives should get used to constructive feedback. I always want to make sure I answer
any questions thoroughly, and group crits at school helped me give better constructive feedback.



D. I definitely think feedback is needed to be effective. Feedback in a team, supervisors to managers, managers
to HR, all important. Someone may need training in one area, because they didn’t get trained well initially.



E. Yes, I do. It has proven to be most effective in the past if the person is willing to listen and then change .
Forming an action plan with the feedback recipient also helps.



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

7 –

What’s the hardest part about giving feedback to others? 



A. It’s hard giving constructive feedback, especially if the person isn’t doing their job properly. There’s the option
to give the feedback anonymously, but I feel like that’s not fair to the other person. When you don’t know where
feedback comes from, it can suck not being able to ask follow up questions, or correct an incorrect assumption.



B. From my summer camp experience, trying not to be rude . Some people are more sensitive than others and
they need to know it’s not personal. The line can be thin. It depends on the person’s maturity level.



C. It’s easy to get butthurt sometimes! Everyone needs to hear the truth to their work, so it’s important to be
mindful of how you phrase critique and words carefully, and making sure not to word it in a rude manner .



D. Telling anyone anything negative about them. Hardest thing is someone who won’t listen, or someone who
cries during a performance review . There have been some troubled employees and those are the hardest
people to mentor or to try and get them aligned.



E. The hardest part is trying to give constructive feedback that is actionable. And phrasing it in a way that
doesn’t sound like it’s purely an opinion . It can also be hard to avoid hurting someone’s feelings if they tend to
take constructive feedback more personally (emotionally sensitive individuals). 



Emotional Sensitivity

Context/Understanding

Feedback Method

Career Growth

Personal Development
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
8 – What solutions have you explored in the past to make this process easier? Has it resolved your issues?


A. If you wait until performance reviews, it’s too late. Once you notice something wrong, you should immediately provide them
feedback so they can correct it before it’s too late.


B. It depends. If it’s a coworker at the same level as me, I would kindly go to management and let them know what is
happening. That way, they wouldn’t find it rude and personal if I told them myself. If it’s towards management, I gather the
opinions of other workers to make sure I’m not the only one feeling this way. For example, Uniqlo overscheduled employees
during school. I asked around and everyone agreed they were being overworked. And with that info, we talked to management.


C. If you start off with something good, and end with something you can improve on. Ex. I love what you’re doing with type but
make the spacing less tight. That has worked out well in the past. 	


D. I think constant coaching helps. If someone isn’t into feedback and doesn’t listen to HR, have the supervisor relay the
message. Sometimes, an HR convo or performance review can be uncomfortable for the employee. I think monitoring them
through an online solution can be better and then when we have a formal review, see how far they’ve come.


E. Yes, giving feedback face-to-face has helped because when I text someone feedback, it’s easy to lose emotional tone which
positions people to misinterpret the feedback. I have also tried to just get to the meat of the subject without using a
compliment sandwich (say one positive thing and follow up with an improvement point), because it positions the statement to
sound more genuine to the recipient.
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Gem | Interview Response Data
GENERAL QUESTIONS

9 – Do you partake in performance reviews? If yes, what do you like or dislike about them? Why? If you don’t, do you believe they would
improve your job performance? Why?


A. Yes, it’s nice being able to compliment your coworkers, as well as know there’s a scheduled opportunity for me to hear what I can improve
on. Without them you could go in a different direction without knowing it’s the wrong direction.


B. At Uniqlo, it’s mandatory. At the hospital, I actively pursue it because I want to be more of a help. At Uniqlo, I dislike it because it’s very black
& white, “did you do this or not?”. With the hospital it’s more, “how well did you do this?”. I like that way better.


C. Yes, for an internship last summer. After the contract ended, I sat down with the art director of the company and she gave me improvement
points on how I can improve the projects I worked on. It was very professional and we set a specific date to have the call. Honest feedback
after 2 months of working there was helpful. 	


D. Yes! Best thing is telling everyone their strengths. Let them know that ever since they’ve gotten hired, the company is more organized and
etc. Letting people know what their strengths are is awesome since they get to learn something new about themselves. Performance reviews
brings awareness to their strong skills. Negative feedback will always be hard but having a solution helps that.


E. Yes, I do. I like that performance reviews offer an opportunity to seek feedback from diverse POVs across anyone in the organization. At my
company, we make requests for feedback from others through a performance review tool. Doing this a few times a year situates someone to
surface an improvement point that may not regularly come up in daily conversation—catching blindspots. One thing I don’t like about this
process is how time-consuming it is—I often have to spend after-hours completing others’ feedback requests in time for the deadline.
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Interview Response Data

GENERAL QUESTIONS

10 – In your opinion, do you think having an established feedback culture in the workplace impacts company
performance in any way? If yes, how does it make an impact?



A. Yes and no, for people who are passionate about their jobs and looking to grow, feedback culture definitely
helps, but if someone doesn’t care at all, they might find it a burden instead of helpful.



B.

I have learned that it is very key to have a more open and diverse work environment. That leads to better

performance because there is nothing hidden. There's no ulterior motive behind anything.



C. In the creative field, feedback is necessary. Group critique is necessary in any workplace. In the moment, it
can sound negative but is for the greater good of the company’s future.



D. 100%! Any feedback is good feedback, even the negative ones. It’s good to know from the ground up all the
way to the CEO’s . It may be a feedback box. If they don’t have an HR person, maybe have a liason at the
workplace. Either way, there needs to be something to keep the communication going.



E. Yes, definitely! You don’t always know what you’re doing wrong or what could be done better, so the only way
to grow is to be receptive and accepting to feedback given .
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Gem | Interview Response Data
EMPLOYER QUESTIONS
11 – How do you go about dispatching performance reviews? Please describe your process.


A. N/A


B. N/A


C. N/A


D. First, I’ll schedule a time with the employee at a time that works with them. I’ll prepare them by telling them
they’ll be sitting with someone at HR and tell them to bring points they want to talk around. I’ll always have
solutions for anything negative I bring up but I’ll also start with positives. After the review I’ll go over everything
so they make sure they understand the performance review. I know sometimes, they don’t talk to HR often so I
let them know not to be anxious and to reach other whenever. If not, I’ll follow up with them 3 months after to
see if there has been improvements.


E. My company has an internal tool where people can request for feedback from anyone in the company. I
receive these requests, review them, and respond to them by typing my comments into a text box and
submitting it. I also have a rating system that operates on a spectrum of Below Expectations, to Meeting
Expectations, to Exceeding Expectations, to Rockstar.
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Gem | Interview Response Data

EMPLOYER QUESTIONS

12 – What are some desired outcomes you expect when providing performance reviews? 



A. N/A



B. N/A



C. N/A



D. Hope that people grow. We have to help them learn different things that will help them with employment.
We want long term and happy emplyees that want to come to work and care about the business as a whole...
and inspire passion. They’re the people that make the business successful.



E. I hope for the individual receiving the feedback to understand it and be able to act on it to improve , without
taking the feedback point personally if it is constructive in nature. I also hope it is well-received in such a way
that it enables the rest of the team to grow and be more successful in their roles .
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Gem | Interview Response Data
EMPLOYER QUESTIONS
13 – Is there any story you would like to share of a time you’ve given constructive feedback where the experience went
well?


A. N/A


B. N/A


C. N/A


D. We offered write-ups to an employee and let them know that by the third time, there’s a possibility we can let them go.
So we issued 2 warnings and they took the solutions we offered them and they applied it to their job and became a
manager. It was a very proud moment to see them go from a struggling employee into a passionate and loyal manager.


E. Yes! There was one person on a team in my previous role who was immensely passionate about everything to a fault. In
fact, oftentimes, she would get so passionate that it would border on anger without her realizing it. This made it challenging
to give her constructive feedback on soft skills and personality, as she was so fiery. It took many rounds of conversation to
make her realize others perceived her as fiery and from this realization, she was able to take strides towards communicating
better and less offensively with the engineers she worked with, creating better relationships.
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EMPLOYER QUESTIONS
14 – In terms of workplace culture, are your employees encouraged to give you feedback? 

If they aren’t, why not?


A. N/A


B. N/A


C. N/A


D. Feedback is definitely welcomed and important. If you don’t have feedback, then it’s not a safe working
environment. 


E. Yes, they are. Feedback is an integral part of our company culture and is emphasized since Day 1 at
Orientation. Giving feedback and learning about processes to make interactions smoother is something that is
encouraged from the bottom-up at my company.
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Gem | Interview Response Data
EMPLOYER QUESTIONS
15 – If you do receive regular feedback from employees, have you found it to be helpful to your growth?
Why or why not?


A. N/A


B. N/A


C. N/A


D. Yes! Sometimes, having people call you out on your stuff is good. I think communication is key. If no one tells
me what I’m doing wrong, I don’t know what to fix. I’ve turned myself around after getting some write-ups to be
a better version of myself.


E. Yes, absolutely! It has helped tremendously with my personal and professional growth—wisdom comes the
moment after you meet it. You have an experience, act a certain way, and learn to hopefully, not repeat the
same mistake.
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Objective 1

Task 1 - Create an Account
Scenario - Welcome! Your name is Johnson Davidson and you’ve just downloaded Gem. You want
to make an account for yourself. Your email is johnson@yahoo.ca and your password is *******

Participant 1

[03:20] The user knew which buttons to press in
order to get started or to continue onto the
next steps.

Participant 3

[01:15] Created an account with ease, knew which
buttons to click

Participant 2

[02:00] The user knew which buttons to press in order to get
started and to continue onto the next step.

Participant 4

[2:52] Commented it was odd to allow privacy access before
account creation.

[3:10] Was able to click the correct buttons to advance to the
[3:41] next screens.


* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Commented that contrast between the form field and
background is light.
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Objective 1

Task 2 - Adding a team

The app notices that you have two teams connected to your email. For now, only join Uniqlo to
complete your onboarding experience!
Participant 1

[04:25] User easily chose team.

[04:35] Made note on how they like the confetti animation.

Participant 3

[01:57] User easily chose team

Participant 2

[02:21] User easily completed this task.

Participant 4

[3:56] Added a team without issues
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Objective 1

Task 3 - Viewing Feedback Details
You want to view some feedback you received in a form called “Communication Review” on December 6 2021.

Participant 1

[04:55] User needed the scenario to be repeated.


Participant 2

[02:55] User knew which screen to click on.

[05:07] User knew where to go after hearing it repeated.

Participant 3

[02:25] User easily found form

Participant 4

[4:20] User knew how to get to here by clicking on the
correct card.
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Objective 1

Task 4 - Asking for Clarification
Once you are viewing your feedback details, you want to receive more clarification on question 1 “How was my in-person
communication?”. Since it is currently a Not Satisfactory, you want to ask “How can I make this Not Satisfactory an Excellent?”.
Participant 1

[05:30] Technical fault on our end. Scenario read “online
communication” while the prototype read “in-person
communication”. User was confused.

[05:45] User was confused and needed scenario to be
repeated after the technical fault above. Afterwards,
it was completed with no other issues.

Participant 2

[03:19] User understood to reply to message. Was easily able to
send a follow up message.

[03:47] Clicked on feedback icon in the navigation instead of the
back button at top of screen

Participant 3

[02:49] User asked for task to be repeated to them, then
cicked the reply box and easily completed the task.
User was unsure if the reply had gone through as the
“comment has been posted” text was just out of frame.

Participant 4

[04:53] Scrolled down and found the comment thread after a
brief moment of looking at the screen and scrolling up
and down.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights


gained from the user testing process
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Objective 1

Task 5 - Requesting Feedback
There’s a performance review coming up and you haven’t spoken to Byron Fong in a while.
Therefore, you want to ask for feedback from him.
Participant 1

[06:37] User searched for list of persons. Potential fault in the
way the scenario was written to cause this confusion.

[07:15] User was confused and needed guidance.

[07:40] User completely missed the “+” in the bottom corner.

[03:50]

[04:10]
[04:24]
[04:38]

Participant 2

Left the feedback screen and clicked on teams, couldn’t
see Byron on this page so user went searching on Goals
page, Profile and Notifications in case

Expected it to be in teams

Clicked on plus icon to request feedback

Completed scenario
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Objective 1

Task 5 - Requesting Feedback
There’s a performance review coming up and you haven’t spoken to Byron Fong in a while.
Therefore, you want to ask for feedback from him.

Participant 4


Participant 3

[04:50]

User was viewing a feedback given form, and

[05:14]

expressed confusion on where he needed to go to

[05:40]

to enter Feedback.


request feedback. 


[05:26]

Went into Team (“Contacts”) page to find Byron Fong.


Was confused on the task, began to explore a

[05:47]

Tried adding another member, and searching for a

feedback detail form instead of clicking the ( + ).

[06:54]

Primary Investigator had to guide user back to overall
feedback archive


[07:24]

Scrolled to the top of feedback details, tapped back arrow

User expressed confusion, investigator had to tell him
to click the ( + ) button.

member but couldn’t. 

[05:51]
[06:01]

Then went into Goals to try to request feedback. 

Then went back into Feedback and hit the + button, then
Request—success!
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Objective 1

Task 6 - Naming the Form
You have specific questions you want to ask Byron, so you construct a form from scratch called Leadership Assessment.

Participant 1

[08:00] User had no issues and knew which buttons to tap.

Participant 2

[04:53] Clicked around the screen before pressing form builder

[04:57] Wanted to click on the field to enter name of form

Participant 3

[08:02] User knew to click form builder

Participant 4

[06:08] Selected Byron Fong from the list.

[06:14] Entered “Create Your Form” page.

[06:30] Was confused if she should select the form type first or
name the form; would naming the form make the form
type selector disappear?
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Objective 1

Task 7 - Creating the Form
You want to ask Byron about your leadership skills. Specifically, “How effective
has my leadership been this month?” and “Do I manage stress well?”.
Participant 1

[08:30] User knew which buttons to tap.

Participant 2

[05:14] User knew quickly which skill to pick.

[05:22] User knew quickly which question to pick.


Participant 3

[08:27] User knew what buttons to click. User asked if we
would allow users to type in their own questions or
if they had to choose from our preset questions.

Participant 4

[07:25] Asked if it was possible to add her own custom question in
Form Builder.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process
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Objective 1

Task 8 - Selecting Question Type
For the first question, you want to get more context and switch from the recommended method to a
multiple choice format question. For the second question you stick with the recommended method.
Participant 1

[08:45] User knew which buttons to tap.

Participant 2

[05:44] User knew which button to click on in order to change the
question format

[05:46] User takes a few second to find multiple choice option,
almost clicked multiple textboxes

[05:58] User tried to click on recommended method

Participant 3

[09:30] User knew where to click.

Participant 4

[07:59] User knew to tap on the dropdown to switch question format.

[08:06] User went through both screens effortlessly.
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Objective 1

Task 9 - Reviewing Form before Send-off
After choosing your preferred methods, you review your feedback request form. Everything looks good so you send it to Byron Fong.

Participant 1

[09:00] User knew which buttons to tap.

Participant 2

[06:14] User easily sent off the feedback form

[06:27] Tried to click on middle of screen to exit

[06:33] Clicks on ‘Return to Feedback’ button to start next scenario

Participant 3

[10:00] User knew what to do.

Participant 4

[08:20] Commented to confirm if she could add other members if
she wanted to send the form to others later on.

[08:30] Asked if it was possible to create a form without choosing
[08:57] someone first.

Sent the form to Byron Fong.
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Objective 2

Task 10 - Giving Feedback
Recently, you noticed that Susan Smith has trouble managing her time. You want to give her some feedback.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[09:25] User accidentally misclicked but went right back on

track afterwards with no issues at all.

[06:40] User knew which buttin to click based on from the
[06:45]

previous scenario. Seemed to be confused with the give
and request feedback icons


[06:47] Tried to scroll throuh previous participants section.


Completed scenario

Participant 3

[10:40] User clicked all buttons. This time was easier than

the first attempt as they now knew the ( + ) needed
to be clicked to give and recieve feedback.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Participant 4

[09:13]

User knew which button to click. Easily found Susan Smith.
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Objective 2

Task 11 - Naming the Form

You remember there is an existing form you used in the past that will fit this situation. You decide to name this form
“Susan’s time management”. Also, because you don’t want to hurt Susan’s feelings, you want to send it anonymously.
Participant 1

[09:58] Technical fault in our end. “Byron’s Leadership”
needs to be changed to “Susan’s time management”.

[09:59] User clicks before principle investigator is finished
reading the scenario. No other issues.

Participant 3

[11:00] User knew what to click.

[07:01]
[07:08]
[07:10]
[07:18]

Participant 2

Knew to click on saved forms

Tried to click on section to name the form

Asked if there’s a way to see other saved forms

Suggested for naming section to have a dropdown


Participant 4

[09:37] User easily clicked the correct button. Had some confusion
and asked if the anonymous toggle was on the previous
scenario of requesting feedback.
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Objective 2

Task 12 - Creating Form
You would like to give feedback specifically on Susan’s time management skills.

Participant 1

[10:18] User knew exactly what to choose.

Participant 3

[11:18] User knew what to select.

Participant 2

[07:39] Remembered to click on time management as a skill
before hearing scenario.

Participant 4

[10:04] User knew what to select.
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Objective 2

Task 13 - Filling in Form

You briefly check over the questions you’ll be answering. Everything looks good, so you move on to filling the
form. For the first question “How well has Susan managed her time this month?”, you answer with “Satisfactory”.
Participant 1

[10:35]



 Technical fault in our end. “How effective has their
leadership been this month?” should be changed
to “How well has Susan managed her time this
month?” User was confused.

[10:45] After clarification, user knew how to proceed.

Participant 2

[07:47]


 Before hearing scenario, user suggested to see the options
within the question formats in case it hasn’t been used in a
long time

[07:51]
 Wants to click on edit button but can’t

[08:16] User easily fills in form

Participant 3

[11:35] User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[10:16] User knew what to select.
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Objective 2

Task 14 - Fixing Tone
While filling in comments for the first question, you receive a notification warning you about your
potentially offensive tone towards Susan. You acknowledge it and correct your tone so as to not offend her.

Participant 1

[11:00]





User knew exactly what to tap. No issues.

Participant 2

[08:29]




User knew to click on text box in order for it to
change tone and proceeds to next screen quickly

Participant 4


Participant 3

[11:35]

Before primary investigator can state the task,
the user saw the warning and clicked thet tex
box to fix the tone of the comment.

[10:44]

User knew exactly what to click.
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Objective 2

Task 15 - Filling in the Form
Continuing to fill out the form, you answer the second question of “What are 3 things Susan can
do to improve her time management skills?” by filling in recommended goals for her to achieve.

Participant 1

[11:18]

 User was confused as to how to proceed. Got stuck at
adding a new goal.


Participant 2

[08:43]


 User knew which button to press and proceeded to the
next screen

[11:26]
 User proceeded to next page to complete scenario.

[11:30]
 Technical fault. “What are 3 things they can do to
improve their leadership” should be “What are 3 things
Susan can do to improve her time management skills?”
Participant 3

[12:13] User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[10:53] User had no struggles filling in the form and knew exactly
what to click.
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Objective 2

Task 16 - Review & Send
After answering all the questions, you review your feedback form. Everything looks good so you
send the anonymous form to Susan Smith.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[11:48]



User knew which buttons to tap.

[08:58]


User knew exacly which button to press to send off form


[09:04]




Before confirming to send form, user asks if it stated
previously that it was an anonymous form. Didn’t notice it
in the beginning.


[09:20]

Tries to click on middle of screen in order to exit before
clicking ‘Return to Feedback’

Participant 3

[12:35]

User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[11:09]

User knew which buttons to click.
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Objective 3

Task 17 - Overviewing Goals
You want to check your personal goals and team goals to refresh yourself on what needs to be achieved for this shift.

Participant 1

[12:10]


 User only paid attention to the former half of the
scenario. Principle investigator had to remind user
that they also want to view team goals. 

[12:15] User had no issues finding both goals.

Participant 3

[13:00] User scrolled through the feedback archive before
clicking on the feedback archive icon on the nav bar,
then clicking the goals page. Primary investigator
expressed that the user was on the goals page once
the user arrived.


Participant 2

[09:47]
 Knew which nav icon to click in order to get to goals

[09:50]
 Thought team goals would be in the teams page

[09:56]

 Returned to goals page and found team toggle

Participant 4

[11:24]

 User knew how to enter the goals screen and began
clicking into each goal that was clickable.

[11:54]


 After looking through the personal goals, the user
easily switches to the team goals and continues to
click on goals in this section

[12:05] User asks if these goals would be edidable if order to
check off. Principal investigator says yes.
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Objective 3

Task 18 - Completing Personal Sub-Goal
It’s nearing the end of your shift and you were able to work towards completing the goal called “Give baskets to
25 customers”. You gave 10 baskets to customers during low traffic times, and want to check this sub-goal off.
Participant 1

[12:30]


 User knew where to go. No issues. Utilized toggle well.

[10:19]


[10:31]

[10:41]


[10:44]

[13:40]

[13:50]

[13:56]

[14:07]

[14:14]

Participant 3

Opened the goal but clicked on an already ticked sub-goal

User tried to click on the Gem on top of the goal

User exited the goal without checking off sub-goal

User tried to check off the goal from the main Goals page

Checked off the sub-goal by accident, while trying to click
the already checked off sub-goal

Participant 2

User was on the team toggle and got confused as they
couldn’t find the goal spoken in the scenario

Clicked on personal tab and found the correct goal

Didn’t know how to check off a sub-goal, asked if the circles
on the left were buttons

Completed scenario

Participant 4

[12:23]
 User knew what to click.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights


gained from the user testing process
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Objective 3

Task 19 - Viewing an assigned personal goal
You want to check one of the personal goals that was assigned to you by one of your managers a while ago, specifically the one titled
“Complete 3 VOS surveys in a shift”. You want to take a look at it in more detail in order to know what you need to do to successfully achieve it.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[12:50]




User successfully completed the scenario before the

[11:17 ]



times


principle investigator finished reading the scenario.
No issues otherwise.

[11:24]


Went back to personal tab


[11:25]

Clicked on correct goal

Participant 3

[14:30]

Clicked on the correct goal, but tried to check off one
of the sub-goals although that wasn’t part of the task.

Switched between the personal and team tab multiple

Participant 4

[12:38]


User knew what to click.
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Objective 3

Task 20 - Checking notifications for a team goal

You just received a notification about a newly assigned team goal from Vanessa Hu that says “Greet Customers”.
You want to quickly view it.
Participant 1

[13:06]
 User clicked team goals instead of notifications.

[13:12]

 User remembered that the scenario said “notifications”
and proceeded to notifications.

[13:20] Questioned the colour-coding/priority colours on the
side of each goal. Its purpose was not clear to the user.

Participant 2

[11:53]
 Knew to click on notifications icon in the nav bar

[11:55] Easily found the correct button and completed scenario

Participant 3

[15:08] Was unsure where the notifications were, asked if it was
on the feedback page. Then went to the team goals and
clicked “Greet customers” from there.

Participant 4

[12:51]
 User had remembered this goal from seeing it before,
therefore they go straight to the team goals page to review
goal rather than going into notifications.
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Objective 4

Task 21 - Changing Notification Settings
You want to change your profile settings in order to stay updated with team performance.
You want to turn on your notifications for all new team goals.
Participant 1

[13:45]
 User knew exactly where to go. Completed the
scenario extremely well and fast.

Participant 2

[12:16]
 User clearly knew to go into the profile to access settings.

[12:21] Quickly went into settings and easily turned on notifications.

Participant 3

[15:48] Went to profile with ease. Scrolled through profile
then clicked on Settings. Easily knew what to click.

Participant 4

[13:10]
 User knew to go into the profile in order to access settings.

[13:15] Quickly went into settings and easily turned on notifications.
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Objective 4

Task 22 - Access to Photos
You just got a fresh new haircut and want to show it off to your coworkers on the app. You would like to
edit your current display photo, and you must enable the app access to your camera and photos.

Participant 1

[14:20]
 Principle investigator made a mistake. User asked
which photo to choose and the principle investigator
forgot to read the next scenario that tells the user
what to do next.

Participant 2

[12:40]

 Knew to click on ‘Choose from photos’ and easily allowed
the app access to camera and photos

[12:43] Before the next scenario was said, the user didn’t know
which image to click so the user clicked multiple photos in
attempt until he found the correct one


Participant 3

[16:59] Left the settings page then went back to look for app
permissions. Began to explore the settings. Asked if he
should change his profile picture, and if it’s “choose from
pictures” or “take photo”. Primary investigator said yes.

Participant 4

[13:36] Knew where to go to change their photo and enabled the
photo settings
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Objective 4

Task 23 - Changing Profile Photo
In order to change your photo, you would like to choose the new profile picture from photos. Next,
you will need to pick the 5th photo in your camera roll.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[14:38]


[17:59]

Principle investigator directly told the user what

[12:46]

Scenario was already completed before the it was said by

to do due to human error.

principal investigator

Participant 3


Participant 4


User knew what to click.

[14:20]

Uploading new profile picture went well, no issues
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Objective 4

Task 24 - Transferring Records
You just got a new job at Nike! One of the Nike administrators wants to get to know you better as a worker. You want to
transfer your Uniqlo profile records to the Nike team so they can get a preliminary understanding of you and your skills.
Participant 1

[15:10]

 User was confused as to where to send the records.
Needed the scenario to be repeated. 

[15:35] Nike option confused the user but still managed to
successfully complete task after repeating the
scenario and clicking Uniqlo.

[13:21]


[13:28]


[13:47]




[14:57]


[15:05]


[15:34]
* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Participant 2

Clicked on top Uniqlo avatar then profile and tried Nike in
“Your Teams” section

Clicked on Teams page, scrolled through page then tried to
click Nike image on top

Struggled to find the transfer records button and has now
looked through every page. Suggested to have it in profile
where teams are listed, or on teams page at top.

Found the correct button after being told it was on the
profile screen

Suggested to make the Transfer button UI different from
the other fields

Asked if you are able to see what records are being
transferred in this flow
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Objective 4

Task 24 - Transferring Records

You just got a new job at Nike! One of the Nike administrators wants to get to know you better as a worker. You want to
transfer your Uniqlo profile records to the Nike team so they can get a preliminary understanding of you and your skills.
Participant 3

[18:34]

 User tried to click three dots beside Uniqlo’s team
listing on the profile, then began clicking Nike.

[18:45] User clicked transfer records and knew what to click
from the initial screen.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Participant 4

[14:40]
 Found transfer record easily

[14:49]
 Says that she found this illegal, HR would own this data tool

[15:15]
 Completed the task easily
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Objective 4

Task 25 - Switching to dark mode

Viewing the app is starting to strain your eyes and so you want to switch it to a darker mode and
give your eyes some rest.
Participant 1

[16:05] User was confused because the prototype would not
let her exit the screen after switching to dark-mode.
Principle investigator had to tell her to switch back.

Participant 2

[16:06]

 Knew to go into settings, easily clicked on dark mode
toggle to complete scenario

[16:11] Tried to leave settings page but was unable to

Participant 3

[19:15] User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[15:28] User knew what to click.
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Objective 4

Task 26 - Switching back to light mode
Upon seeing the dark mode, you think you prefer the light mode. Switch back!

Participant 1

This task was not asked during this session.

Participant 3

[19:23] User knew what to click.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Participant 2

[16:13] Before scenario was said user turned dark mode off to
complete the task and had returned to the profile screen

Participant 4

[15:33] Switching back was easy as well
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Objective 5

Task 27 - Overviewing Teams
You want to check who is on your team to quickly acquaint yourself with your team members.

Participant 1

[16:35]

User knew which button to tap.

Participant 2

[16:34]



Tried to click on Uniqlo Button on “Your Teams” section
within the profile


[16:42]

Participant 3

[19:36]

Wanted to view teams from profile. Clicked
teams page in navigation, after some guidance
from primary investigator.

* Areas highlighted orange are key insights

gained from the user testing process

Clicked on teams page to complete scenario

Participant 4

[15:45]

Briefly went to teams on her profile but switched to the
team tab when realizing it wasn’t possible.
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Objective 5

Task 28 - Removing a Team Member
Joe Mamah was caught stealing the new KAWS x Sesame Street drop in the backroom before it officially launched.
He was fired on the spot and now you have to remove him from the team as he is no longer an employee.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[17:00]

User knew which buttons to tap to proceed.

[17:06]



Couldn’t see Joe Mamah on teams so user checked
feedback page until returning back to the teams page


[17:13]

Found correct team member and easily removed Joe from
the Uniqlo team

Participant 3

[20:06]

User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[16:04]

Removing Joe Mamah was easy, knew exactly what to do
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Objective 5

Task 29 - Creating a team goal
As an admin, you oversee sales results. Sales unfortunately haven’t been going well recently. Therefore, you
create a new goal for the team to “Reach 100% of our sales target”.

Participant 2


Participant 1

[17:45]

User knew which buttons to tap to create a team goal.

[17:42]


Knew how to get to the team goals page


[17:47 ]


Easily clicked plus button to add team goal


[17:57 ]

Knew to click on the text box at the top in order to add a
name for the team goal

Participant 3

[20:40]

User knew what to click to create a new goal.

Participant 4

[16:32]

User knew where to click to make a new team goal.
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Objective 5

Task 30 - Adding sub-goals
To break the goal down into bite-sized pieces, you assign sub goals so your employees know how they
can achieve the sales target.
Participant 1

[17:50] User wanted to add goal and forgot they had
to add sub-goals but quickly remembered and
successfully completed task.

Participant 3

[20:57] User knew what to click to add sub-goals but
tried to check them off.

Participant 2

[18:20] Easily added sub-goals

Participant 4

[16:41] User knew exactly what to click.
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Objective 5

Task 31 - Assigning colour to goals

As your team colour codes team goals that pertain to sales with pink, you assign pink to the goal.
Participant 1

[18:00]

 User was confused as what to do next. Principle
investigator had to repeat the scenario.

[18:30] User had no idea which colour was suppose to be
“top priority”. Principle investigator had to tell them.

Participant 2

[18:48]
 Thought there was no pink colour, assumed it was red.

[18:58] Completed the scenario after being told it was the
pink/red colour.

Participant 3

[21:10] User knew what to click.

Participant 4

[16:53] User easily added a colour to the goal.
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